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FOAUARD

Teachers instructing in billagual prograhs or in

multi-cultural procrams knew the difficulty of introducing

Chinese traditions tp without _any resource guidei

or educational matcr5.ala. ywe know, heretofore, that the

success of impartinz Chinese culture has been dependent

upon these teacher' s' own rescurces, background and self-

confidence.. it to understandable the frustrans the

} encounter in preparing their cultural lessonsja to the

scarcity of materials for children. This dhir,se Cultural

Resource BOok is intended to provide some ready references

to assist the tetchers in these fields. It is not by any

means complete or to he interpreted as the last word on

Chinese culture. Because of limited time, not all the

materials have been tried out in the'classrooms. Our hope

is that it be usee. by teachers and out of that experience,

other ideas and si.:ggeitions.will enrich this first attempt.

Our project rtaff is 1-11 aware of the fact that a

total curriculum LusL alto 4-;lulude-the Chinese'- experience

in America. Alt'-ough 1)ta;-> oi the songs are contemporary,

it is .beyond the; s7copt...oS partitmlar projeCt. Suffide

it to say tar. 1. tie resLur.a; w i 2,:hin.thl.s book should be

part of the cddcatonal xperienoec of all youngsters in

America's public schools.

. Vic tlr. Low
Project Manager
Chinese Bilingual pilot Program
San Francisco Unified school District
June, 1974.
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General Introduction

Bar COPY A

The materials in this book are based mostly on

personal experiences and research. Although these customs

were experienced when I was a child living in Hong Kong and

Canton, they are still practiced in the Chinese-American

communities today.

The materials, in this resource book are intended for

teachers in---the-Chntnese_Bilingual _Bicultural Programs.

There are six sections: Stories, Poems, Songs, Games, Art

Projects and Recipes. Each section is re' ted to the five

'major Chinese festivals - Moon Festival. winter Festival,

0.

Chinese New year, Ching.ming and Dragon Boat Festival. .

Some materials are also related to seasonal, transportation

and family. topics. The story section includes Chinese

legends, myths and folktales.

This resourcq book would aot be possible without the.

aid of my friends and the staff of the Chinese %lingual.

Program E.S.E.A. Title VII in an Francisco. Thanks is also

extended to the staff at £tanford University's library, East

Asian Collection, for allowing me to spend countless hours

researching their Chinese collection.

Irene Xwok
San Francisco
June 1974
1st Edition
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Moon Festival:

Th. Moon Lady

The Moon Cake Story

the 4Gadcutter on the Moon
J

The Magic Pearl

The Story About Sun-Moon Lake

.linter Festival

One Winter Night.

The Old Woman and the
Chimpanzee

The Greedy Couple
2

(4) In 11.) * The Winter Aunpling Story
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,Chinese New Year
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The Story of An Urn

(2) 4f re.1
TheStory or the Broom

(3) *1 IR 64i Itt
The Monk ey Lamp

_(4) #110 ail TheThe StOry of the Red Scroll,

(5)* a The Animal Called Year

(6) xf. AW The Kitchen God

Offiqi4 it Ching Ming Feitival

A Dragon Eoat. Festival

The Story of Chlu Yuan

ea

The Story of Clio Ngao

A

The Story of Wu Tzu-hsiu

b
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Transportation

..'ray the ::ater Is Salty?

3

The Goddess Lai Wor

311ki

"he Story or Cheng Wor

The Pony-Tailed Bridge

Family

. The Greedy Fly

Y.ow To Weigh An Elephant

A Brave Girl

f

Little Brother

Seasons.

The Man Who Shot The Sun

The Cuckoo Bird
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Discovering Silk

Legend ofthe Silkworm

The Story of Narcissus

Others

(5) fti lik

4 IP

The Stolen Dink*-

A Ghost Story**

a

The Story of Ng Funk'

The Story of a Sword.

The_ Story of a Tiger

. 0

*Recommend for Thanksgiving.

**Recoismend for Halloween.

S.
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(-443f3kiti :loon Festival

(1)-JEJ-ek Moon. Soar

(2) fi A VC 411Non Soc.z!Ati

(3) II moon

(=)0- .;inter
./

(1) Dumplings Song ,
.

V

(Ishii/Re* Mines- Few Year

(1) Arof s A ^1-.!rise New Year song

t2)**-tf Chi.r.eat. New Year Song,

Conerf...tulations

(4) 1:-1.4i4 PoIrcy ChiriPse rew Year

(5)ifk-Iga A Chineze 1:4u/ Year
.

O 41- if6 Dragon 9e)at Festiva.:
I

(1) 4: ..ragnr: Boat Fls4,.:ival Song

?tow You^ Boat.
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(3) f:f): Row, Row, Row Your Boat

(4o8- nab )

)

P7at Racing Song

21sUrc

Trar.spw.tation

At; Little Train

ne,LIttle Airplane' o

1r!int: on the Train

Tittle Sister..

Little Brattier. .

poi Friends

1:appy BirthJay 6ong

A Chinese Folk Sorg

A Happy Zang

Let's.Sing Together

Let's Sing
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i Dance Song

.4r1f:ons

.;tars

..:inter Is Coming

Morning

in 47he-..pring

Chric,.'maF

M-rry 1:ristmas
(rtzinal - Deck the flails)

t 1 fTr: t 171 glit.

7:-ristrns zone.

Ctherr

ThP :;n4 !A: The Rat

ne Frog

The Little Dog
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The Ant

The Dragon Fly

The Bees

The Big Pumpkin

The Big Apple

The Musicians

Good-Bye
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(1) tip Fried Won Ton

(2) .. Barbequed Pork' Won Ton

(3) Of Chinese Vegetarian Dish

(4) At '6 Shark's Fin Chicken Soup

(5) Sesame Eggs

(6) * a Mushroom Soup

(7) Almond Float

(8) Si lit 4.

(9) tk

Jrg Tien Duey

Bean Curd Jello (Dao Fu Fa)

ChinelvDumpiings
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H 9E a Chinese Children Rhymes

#.

(1) /1N it& The Little Willow Tree

c2 ) 44 TE tip PA When Will The Chrysanthemum Bloom? .

(3) /1. gt_

(4) /j.

(5) A A

(6)

1) )1 YC-. Y6:

(8) A YE

(9) 1 j't A

ao) *T
al) .

1$1 al ACT

The Little Bees

The Little Girl

.6

The Poem Without Name.

The: Fright Moon 11)

The Bright Moon (2)

The Moon

he Bright Moon (3)

The Wolf Has Come

The Heaven Is Brat

A Guess -- CRAB

The Sun Has Come Out
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A New Baby

an 4. Mama s Boy
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Don't Steal
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Our Baby

My Nephew

es A The Old Woman
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A Crazy Man

A Hurrying Man

Pagoda

The Great Wall

fet fti At

The Lazy Woman

The Tidy - Woman

The Butterfly

The Fire Fly,
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Efirst ) The Lady-11g

(21 -6- Chinese Cla'ssical Poems

(i) Thinking At Night

(2) Yr Chuck Li Koon

(3) a lit Overnight By The River

(4) A. The Moon

(5) L' tl A Looking At The Moon

(6) Ji ci Recall My Brother At Night

(7) BA* 'Hi: A View Frog Tbwer

(g) %.-1; 'The Spring Song

(9) rArtio The Poor Women

Spring Time Morning

al) c *i r The Gueit Is Coning

as if 2 J.k Summer In The Field

41.*
How To Make Friends

a4) Be Nice To One Another
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The Bride

A Letter To The Old Folks

The Farmers' Poems

Riddle's

r

IMP
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Fr ar 3easons

Fwzr Lirections

O

Et.cht Middle-and low .

The Pince and The Princelt

Poison Patches

Animal Blind Man's Buff

nd r '1 11e

..

IT's is My Elbow

Chinese Ball

Buzz

The Loc.

Hurn,s, Reply

,

-.\\

,

(13)140 Round.and Rotnd
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Blind Man

Eat Rice

Cats. and Dogs

. ,

. :: az tt :f ( J *-- ti ;X Ali .T. ) Toss Bean Bags C*

Land Creatures/.3ea Creatures

Hawk and Chickens

'Hog and Monkeys

The Chef

Who's The thief.

Cut the Bean Cake
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Art Projects
o.

Dragon - Fabric

Chinese Sedan Chair

Dragon - Egg Carton

Ting

(5) fila Milk Carton Dragon Boat.
a.

a2)

Four Wheel dart

j One Wheel. Passenger's PUSh Cart.

Junk

Chinese-Junk'

Paper Plate Lantern

Rickshaw

Pagoda

Fan

Hare
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Red Envelope

Sheung Ngao

. Red Scrolls''

C
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Trftditlonal Chines o Stories

Introduction

'Traditional Chinese stories cover a period of over or

thousand years. These folkimles.wcre not .written but had an

oral' tradition that has passed' from geogration to generation.

Also, as ons travels from one region of China to another, these

stories will share similarities as well as differences because

of different dialects, interpretations and modifications due

to. the passage of time. Some folktales are based on factual

events, 'others.,-are figments of the tmagination. The beauty

Of these Chinese foiktales is that it embodies the, essence

of Chinese-culture. This essence has to do with interpersonal

relationships

other people.

-50Clety; they

and stresses.16 way to live, act and deal with

Although these stories stem from an laricultural

have something to offer to contemporary urban

dwellers, for they can provide balance and stability in a werld

of transition.

One of the.difficulties confronted by this writer is

translating from one language tIrsXem to a completely different

language system. If interpreteLi strictly, the' stories will

'seem awkward anti irrelevant. Therefore stories are broadly

translated without losing thesubstance of its meaning. The

-roceas taken was transrating from the-i5kginal,classical

'style to modern Chinese and, in turn, was rewritten for phildren,

.
Teachers obviously are the key to ir.troduzing children to this

one facet of Chinese culture.
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.
The criteria 'for selecting these particular stories are

a

based on 4 factors:

1)-story contains the essence of Chinese culture

2) story has survived-the element of time and location,

that is, it is part of the customs and.traditions of

that festival celebrated by overseas Chinese

3) story contains universal-value

4) story content is appropriate for Lildren
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Moon Festival falls on the fifteenth day of the eighth

month of the lunar calendar. Zcnerally this festival falls

in the middle of fall and that's why sometimes it is known

as the Mid-Autumn Festival. That night, the moon is very,
bright and round. Symbolically the Moon Festival is considered

as an occasion for family reunions. According to tradition

this festival is regarded as one of the major festivals.

In the Chinese culture, the moon is considered to be

\' highly poetic and mystericus and the Chinese .love it very

much. Consequently there are lots of folktales written that

are related to the. moon. In the old days, many pleasants

in China delebrated their harvest and performed thanksgiving

ceremonies during the noon Festival..

Nevei-theless the most significant things in the Moon

Festival are moon cakes and the parade of the lanterns. Prior

to this festival. people are very busy preparing many beautiful

lanterns for the parade. Fecple buy moon cakes and send them

_to their relatives.

During the -elieningof.the Moon Festival family members

gather together to have a delicious reunion _dinner. Later

on many different kinds of fruits such as apples,

pears, bananas, panielos, and persimmons are beautifully dls-

played. Peanuts and boiled taro roots are placed together

with moon cakes on a table in the patio. This symbolizes

family reunion with many family members including the children
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and grandchildren. _When the teaq:iful full moon comas out,

the family will have mocn-!light service udIng the burning

of incense. After the ceremoay, the femlly members exchange

well wisher, toone another anri enjoy the dessert. Later the

children will carry their lanterns and visit their friends in

the neighborhood.

In America, the .Thinese still observe this` beautiful

festival. Prior to the festival many shops have attractive'

window displays of moon cakes and lanterns. In the evening

of this festival, the family members gather together for

a reunion dinner.

.4
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DAJIMIJWOLLALLImlIlka

Manylmany years ago, there was a powerful king. He was

a bad king. This king had a beautiful wife whose name was Sheung

Ngao
The king heard about a magic medicine. It would keep him

young forever. The king wanted to stay young. forever. He sent

many people to look for the magic' medicine-that-would-keep-him-

young.

The king sent a few hundred people in large bctts and told

them to sail far out into the sea. He said, "Do not come back

until:you have found the magic medicine-that-will-keep-se-young."

The people found the magic medicine-that-would-keep-one-

young. 'However, Sheuhg Ngao knew that the king was not a good

king. She did not want him to live forever. So she stole the

magic medicine -that- would- keep - one -young and she swallowed it

herself.

As soon as she took the medicine, the beautiful girl went

straight up into heaven. She lives up on the moon until this,

very day.

The people were very, very happy that the beautiful girl

was able to save them from having the bad king forever. So every

year, on the 15th.day of the eighth month, the people remember

her with the Moon Festival celebration.
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MOON STORY''''

During the 14th century, Chine was under the cruel rule of the

Mongols. A great number of Chinese secretly met and decided to revolt

_agai30.the Mongols. The day of the revolt was set for the 15th day

of the eighth month. Somehow secret messages about the time and

Place of the revolt had to be gotten out to the Chinese people in the

cities and villages. The Chinese were unable to some up with a plan

to deliver the messages without the Mongols knowing about it until a

clever man, Lau Pak Wan, came up with'an idea. He suggested that the

=rot. Reissues be embedded in moon cakes made for' the celebration. of

the Mid-Autumn Festival. The cakes were made and secret messages were

inserted, and these were given by the Chinese to all their friends and

relatives.

.

When the Chinese cut the moon cakes to serve them, they found

the secret message about the revolt. Oaths 15t4 day of the eighth

month the Chinese revolted against the Mongols and drove theocrat of

China. From that time on, moon cakes have been very popular with

the. Chinese during the Mid-Autumn Festival. This, is even true in the

, 1 .

United States today.
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A.. long time ago, there weviesmafiy4fiiiiips and a

on the aeon.. The man,,,o,was named Ng-Kwongl.oki

care of all the dragons forth() fairies.rnSince the

lived in a faraway ocean, the fairies gave Ng -Kwong
.

un living

took

dragons

oie of their

magic pearls so that he could travel between the moon and the

ocean. He depended on the magic pearl to control the dragons 11.

fOr. hiss.

r Ng-Kwong liked to drink and gamble very much. One day when

he case back from the. sea with all his dragons, he met-his

friends and went out, to drink and gamble with thwt., He completely

forgot about his duty. which was_to take care,of the dragons. Ns

lost his magic pearl and all the dragons in the gambling game.,

The fairies were very angry about NgAwongss4isbehavior.
4

1

They-buried their last magic pAarl in the groan becausai they

were afraid that Ng -'Kwong would lose; it Aft. the fairies buried'

the magic learl in Via ground, a large cinnamon tree grew on that

spot. It was very big and filled almost all, the space on the

Ng -Kwong regretted'all the bad things he had done and apolo-

gized to the fairies. The fairies gave' him an axe and told him

that they would forgive him if he would cut down the - fast - growing

branches from the cinnamon tree. Ng-Kwong promised them-that he_

would and he started to cut the branches for them. Whenever he

cut a branch down, the tree, would immediately grow another Sew
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..branOh. . This new branctiwOuld be larger than the one it re-

placed. Ng-Kwong worked very hard day and night. He was

afraid ithat the cinnamon tree would crush the moon if he worked

v.tclo,,slowly. "He did not have time to shave and his beard be-

came imager and longer.

Even now if-people look at the moon When it is full they

can see Ng-KWong cutting the cinnamon tree. ,

4;000.1.

I
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Al lon tine ago there- lived in heaven two good friends fip

the .Golden Phoenix t0 and the Jade Dragon lAit .These

two friends lived near the heavenly palate.s and often played to.

gether.

One dal while playing near an island they found'a large

beautiful shiny stone. They wanted to bring this stone back

with them to the palacei but because it was too large the/were

unable to do so. They tried smoothing the stone but.after

smoothing it into the shape of a pearl, they foluad it was still

too large to wove. Since they couldet move It back to the

palace, they decided to live. near their beautiful pearl.

One night, while they were asleep the king of the devils

came and stole the beautiful pearl and kept it in his palace.

When the Golden Phoenix and Jade Dragon avekelthey discovered

their loss. They searched everyWherellut was unsuctessittlit:

Final ,.y, on his birthday; the devil king docided.to show

the pearl to his friends.. It just happened that the Golden

Phoenix was flying past as the Devil King was showing oft the

pearl. The Golden Phoenix Curried hone'to get his friend the

!Jade Dragon.

When they .return;d1 the Devil Xing was returning the pearl

to its hiding "lac*. The Golden Phoenix bit the Devil ling-on

the arm causing him to drop-the pearl. The Jade Wagon tried

to catch the pearl but missed. The huge pearl fell from

heaven into the river on the earth below.
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It fell for seven days and. seven nights. The resulting

impact caused the mud to..form two mountains and the pearl split.

-in half forming tiii;tiful lake called West Lake

.*Th lden Phoenix and the Jade Dragon were very sad to

see their pearl split in two. They decided to stay in these

two mountains and look after their broken pearl. Nowadays

people go to West Lake during the. Moon Festival to gaze at the

beautiful pearl and the two friends guarding it. To the Chinese

this is one of the most scenic places in China.
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THE STORY ABOUT SUN 1400N LAKE

Once upon a tirfle there was a couple named Pal. Giro it and

j who made 1-heir liv!rg by fishing.

One day while thEy.were Ilttending to their fishing nets, they

heard a loud not se above them. '.:Yen' they looked up, the sun Oisr.

meared, and the area was plunged into darkness. They were fright.'

ened and hurried home in.: the darkness.

Later that night when the roon came out, they repaired their

fi hing nets. Then suddenly there was another loui noise, the

moonlisappetirf?d nr:i the nr,;..n was again plunged into darkness.

'From that clay on the area re:Ialned in darkness.. The couple

was forced to burn wood and dried grass in order to provide light.

They soon realized how jifficult life had become for them and for

everything else wIthout adequate light. So they decided to try to

find the sun did the =on..

They brought along their torches searching the forests. and

the motintains, but thcy wcir unable to locate the sun and moon.

One daywhi:e 3f-ar:!hing in sore .mountains they saw flashes of

.light in the dlstance no tl.ey MrriPd toward the light. On the

way they cam across vn old man sitting in frOnt of a hut. They

stopped and asked him about this flashing light. The old man

said, "This light was', coming from the lake. Two magic dragpns had

captured the sun and the moon and were playing catch with them in

the lake."
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ThP was "Pry fr!rhtenod was Cctermined to continue

án to find thcae tt::c The;. firally'arrivee, et the lake

rrnd SRW thP dragons rlayirf ryat.:4-, with the sun and the moon. They

iJ b..1h4_.nd sorx rocks nn:: tried to figure out what was the best

way to' rescue the sun fir' the moon.

Thcy sny a vtilume eomIrr from behin.1 the rocks and

they t4lsn no.tfcei a path he rocks. They decided to ex=

pore th'!s area and followed the path which led them to the tot tom

of the lake a!k! !nto a larEP caVo. 'hey 'sa ar old wlnan cooktng

in this cave and were very frIch'-oned at first. ut after watching

her for u wh!7e dueldryd they would take a chance and trytto

talk to ;ler. ,.lan told thrr.. that she was captured by the

drrzons tcr. years aro, .trd they had rorr.d her to codk for them.

.;1"..e42.s:-. told Oat the3- wcr:2 maEin drazors; and ir order to
t.

frqc, hors Iht. nnd thA! tt necE;ssnry that they get

tht ulden sr; :decry f.ve which were buried at the bottort--of the

.Ali NoGntsir. PT A 111 .11.tn they got these two things, they

;ho' A throw,t.hm into thr

r;cp.11,1 Lorrowe-i she nrd n :-oker from the old

woman ar.d stlrtc,d Mountain. They:sparched.and dug for a-
,

long time.- Finally they located th' goldcn scissors and th'e axe

end hurri.d t.,.. the lake. Alen they dropptd the .scissors and

the axe Into the lakril there was a loud noise. They looked in

the directior of the noisp'and saw that the dragons were struggling.

After a while they stopped struggling and died.- Out of one dragon's

mouth popped the sun and out of the other dragon's moah popped the _
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moon. Qfl this*happered, the sun and moon started to bounce or

top of the\lpke. The couple rushed down and grabbed the sun:and

, the .moon. Th\t7 tried to put tbe sun',and the moon back into the

sky but was unaiile to dri so. Finall-,:they picked a very tall palm

tree and placed the sun and th e moon on the top of the, tree. Pecause.

they were afraid that,' the. sun alTd. the -moon might fall out of. the
.

tree, they sat by the' l!ike and watched the sun and the moon. They

continued watching the sun and the moon, and after a long time they

were changed _into two mountains nbw r!alled-Tai Gim Mountain t9Z iii

and 4iu $ai Mountain ffft JjJ . These are tIsc famous mountains

'close by Sun Moon Lake in Talwae. Thus vie have the legend of Sun

Moon Lake.

Every year during the Moon Festival families would go to this

famous spot and take in the beautiful 'scenery asjhey recall the

story of Tui Glm and Siu .;a1.

I !
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WINTER FESTIVA

Winter Festival is,a traditional Chinese festival

which usually falls on December 22nd every year (western

,:cilendar.) It is the first day that the sun comes back from

the Tropic of cancer to the Tropic .of Capricorn. The days

begin to/get longer starting on that day. The farmers,

celebrate the harvest. They rest untie the plantingseason

in the spring. It is a time to celebrate the completion of

preparations for the winter. plenty of food, is preserved
0

such as bok choy, duck, pork, pickle, and sausage. They

also plan for the coming year's projects.

Prior to the festival, they do various, househOld

chores, such as, fix the roof and clean the house. They

prepare their winter clothing and fluff, up the quilts.

During the Festival, offerings such as chicken, roast

duck, roast pork,,rice, fruit, and tea are displayed in

front of the ancestral shrine. A big family dinner is

served includingmany food items depicting the Chinese

character ntungn (i) e.g. winter 'melon, winter, bamboo

shoots. Very important is the Chinese dumpling which

symbolizes the family reunion.
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N
ONE WINTER NIGHT

One snowy winter night, two brothers were sitting by

the firep lace roasting yams. mhey were home alone because

their.parents had gone on a businesstrip. The two brothers

. anxiously waited for their return.

Upon. hearing a knock on the door,,-they rushed to open

a

:It expecting to see their parents. Instead thew found an

old man standing there who was dressed in a large gray hat,

a worn-out quiltekovercoat, a pair of old shoes and a scarf.

'The.old man told them he was cold and tired because he had

travelled long and far. From a distance he had. seen the

light in their house and stopped by hoping to find some

warmth an4orest.

The two boys invited him in. When the man came in, he

smelled the yams and asked for some. The ma:.') was so hungry

that he devoured one yam after another. When the old man

turned, the older brother notced something sticking out

undei. his overcoat. He :.00kedeagain and discovered that

'it was,.: a tails He that the stranger was not a man

after all, but a wolf in disguise. He quietly told his

--younger brother what he saw and cautioned him to act normally.,

The older brother then took a stone counterweight from the

scale and heated it in the fire along with the other yams.

When the stone was Mit, he gave it to the wolf who unhesita.

tingly gulped it d By the time the wolf had realized-what

had happened, it wa too late and he died.

3
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When their parents returned, the two brothers showed

them the wolf and told them the whole story. The parents

were very relieved that the boys were all right and they

praised them for being calm and resourceful.
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THE Oilo WOMAN AND THE CHIMPANZEE
YL

One windy winter morning, an old woman was down by the

-pcnd washing a basket of turnips. Suddenly a large chimpanzee

appeared behind her and demanded a turnip. When the chimpan-

zee had finishedthe turnip, he demanded another and another
t t

until.there was only one turnip left. When the old woman saw

that, she refused to give it to the chimpanzee. The chimpan-

*aae became-very angry and said, "If you don't give me that

turnip, I shall return tonight and eatyou up!"

The old woman *was so frightened that she sat by the

side of the -pond andcried. A seller of needles, hearing her

cry, came by and asked her what was the trouble. When she

had told him the,story, he said, "Don't cry. Here is a packet

of needles; imbed them in your front door. If the chimpanzee

returns tonight. and pound on your eoor, he will hurt his hands."

The old woman continued crying, and soon a second man

appeared. When she had told him the whole story he said,

"Here's a bag of green beans. Scatter them around your back

door. If he tries to enter from the back, he will slip on the

leans and injure himself."

The old woman kept on crying, and there appeared in

succession a third and a fourth man. The third man gave her

a bag-of silt to put in the water Air so that if the chimpan-

zee tries to wash the blood from his hand, the salt water would

give him more pain. 7142 iuurth man gave her a bag of chestnuts
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and -told her to hidethem in the ashes of her stove. If the

chimpanzee tries to light the stove, the chestnuts would pop

and hit him in the eyes.

The old woman finally returned home. Just before dark,

she imbedded the needles in her front door, scattered the

beans around her back door, placed the salt in,the water jar,

and hid the chestnuts in the stove. Finally when darkness

came, she took a cleaver and hid behind the stove.

Later on the chimpanzee appeared outside the house tend

shouted, !'Old woman, give me that turnip or I'll.eat you upt"
u .

\

Hearing no reply, he went and knocked on the front door. As

his hand struck the imbedded needles, the chimpanzee jumped

back and howled in pain.. Bleeding from many needle wounds,

he angrily rushed around to the backdoor. As he did so, he

slipped on the beans, fell and hurt his back. Getting up,

limping and bleeding, he saw the water jar and hurried over

to wash.the blood from his hands. When he put his hand: in

the water, he screamed from the increased pain. Now hurt,

furious, and seeking vengeance, he got into the house through

the bedroom window. All .was dark in the house.' Not finding

the old woman in the bedroom, he went into the kitchen.

Spotting the stove, he decided to light a fire to make the

search easier. When he made the fire, the hidden chestnuts

popped open, striking him in the eyes and blinding him.

The old woman who was hiding behind the stove, seized

the opportunity and quickly killed the chimpanzee with the

cleaver.
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THE GREEDY COUPLE

A long time ago there were two brothers en elder

brother and ,hiswife who were both selfish and greedy and an

honest, yo ,nger brother. The lder'brotherand his wife mis-

treatedand cheated the younger brother whenever'they could.

One winter during the time of the Winter Festivali-the

older brother suggested to the younger brother that it was time

to divide their deceased father's estate.' The younger brother

agreed and so the estate was divided into two portions: One

portion contained the cultivated field and the house while the

other portion consisted .of a small plot of undeveloped land.

The elder brother suggested that they should haVe.a contest to

decide who-would get which portion. The younger brother, being

both naive and trusting, readily agreed.

]t was decided that the one who finished a bowl of dump -

lings first would be given first choice. The elder brother's

wife then brought out two bowls of dumplings. A bowl of steam-

ing hot dumplings for 'the younger brother and a. bowl of cold

dumplings for her husband. Naturally the elder brother won,

so the younger one hid to move and live on his small plot of.

land. The younger one planted some peaches and raised vegetables

on his land to earn his living.

One year when the peaches were ripe, he noticed that some

peaches were disappearing during the night. This happened

several nights in a rpw. He decided to hide in his orchard one

night to see if he could catch the theieves. Sure enough during
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the night, 4 pack of monkeys appeared and, started to take

some peaches. The younger brother picked up some stones, and

threw them at the monkeys hopinc. to drivg them off, but'insteads-

the monkeys turned around and captured the brother and carried .

him back to their cave.

The monkeys treated him very well, giving'him gold and

jewelry and wanted him to stay and live with them. But the.

younger brother was determined to return home. One night, when

they were not watching very carefully, he managed to escape

taking with him the gold and jewelry.

When he reached home, he sold the gold and jewelry and

.became a rich man. Whenthe'elder brother and his wife heard

of,his new wealth, they hurried over to find out how his younger

brother got rich.

The elder brother and'his wife were very jealous of his

wealth, so they too hid in the orchard during the night. Sure

enough after waiting several nights, the monkeys reappeared

and the same thing happened.

They too were. daptured and taken to the monkeys' cave.

They were given gold and jewelry. They feasted their eyes on

the vast amount of gold and jewelry in the cave. They got

greedy and decided to steal all the gold and jewelry they could

carry.

. The loot was so heavy that they were unable to escape..

They were recaptured and beaten by.the monkeys.

However, though

escape from the cave.

time on they did only

they were: 11612

They regretted

good deeds and

with kindness and respect.

O

n:4!.(,(31 they were able to

wha they did; and from that

treaed the younger brother

1.
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WINTER FEdTIVAW-S STORY

Winter Festival is one of the majOr Chinese Festivals.

To some people it is more important than the new year Festival.

On that day , people give thank:, to the Dods for a good har-

est.--11121-purpo-se is similar to our Thanksgiving celebra-

tion.) During this holiday family members gather together

to make and eat "tong yumin (Chinese dumplings).

Literally ntong.yuenn means roundness, and these dumplings

symbolize family reunion. After' a persoA has eaten the dump-
,

lings, he is, supposed to be protected against any back luck.

The origin of the dumplings goes back many generations.

According to legend, there was a widow and her daughter

lived by a lake. They were ver poor and had to gather wood

to sell to make a living. One cold winter day the mother said

to her daughter, "Today is the winter Festival.. But we have ,

nothing to eat to celebrate this day. ". The daughter said that

she would try to catch a fish from the lake for their dinner:

But the day was so cold that the' lake had: frozen over. .Never-

theless the daughter was determined to try. She made a hold in ,

the ice so she could catch a fish. After a little while a large

carp- jumped out\of the hole. The daughter was very happy. She

brought the fish'hom! and prepared it for supper.' The ,poor
1

mother was so excited by this unexpected treat that She ate

too fast and swallowed a, fish bone. It got caught in- her throat.

causing her great pain and difficulty in swallowing. No matter how
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c

hard she tried, she was unable to get the bone out.
.

A beggar came by asking for food. The daughter explained

that.they too were-pcor and had no food to offer. But the .

beggar persisted-. Finally the daughter told the beggar that i .

__L :.

_:he could have what was left of the fish. The beggar greedily ,

; . .

#

devoured' the fiat, including the bones. The daughter was amazed
_. -

and asked the beggar how he did it. He replied that he was used

to doing it. The daughter then ,explained to the beggar about

the bone that was caught in her mother's throat. The beggar

told the daughter that since she had been good to him, he would

show her mother how to get the bone Out. He told the daughter

to. him a bowl of flour. He mixed the flour with water,

forming little lumps of dough.

He top the kother to swallow these, lumps of dough. Sure

enough the: fish bone disappeared. When the people in the village

heard this story, they thought that this beggar was really a

taiy in.disguise. Because of what had happened to the old woman,

they believed that by eating the lumps of dough (or dumpling)

ii,persorr would be protected from bad luck. Thus ereating tlwe

custom of eating dumplings during the Winter Festival.

a

1
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CHINTJT:', NM! YEAR

ctinese _New year is cflebrated on the first day of

the first month of the lunar calendar. On that day,

Chinese are particularly thankful for having passed

through another year safely, and they wish each other

another prosperuus and good year. They thank the gods,

goddesses and their ancestors for all the blessings

of the past year. It is a day for family reunion and
f.

a big family dinner.

There is a,graat deal of early preparation.. The

entire house is .cleaned and tidied up; the kitchen is

of special importance. Brooms, knives, and other sharp

items are hidden away until the second day of the Chinese

New year. It is believed that any sweeping on New year's

day would b7ing bad luck (e. g-. "sweeping away moneyn).

Red scrolls are hung on the door posts outside and in

the hou.,e. Floders cuch ae peonies, narcissus and
1

blossoms from plum and peaaa trees are displayed through-

out the house; they pymboize prosperity and happiness.

On New Year's Eve, fa%ily members join together

for a dinner reunion. This is considered very important.

It is the onf: time during the5eir that everyone has the

opportunity to see all .the family members together; this

is especially true of family members who either live or
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work far away from the family home. The adults and

children stay up for the entire night. It is believed

that th=e longer one stays up the longer.one's parents

would live. At midnight the New year is welcomed-in

by food offerings-of vegetables to the gods-and goddesses.

Then firecrackers are exploded scaring away lazy and

evil spirits.

On Chinese New year's Day, family members greet

each other. *Married adults give out red envelopes con-

taining money to children and single adults (they are

considered children until married). These envelopes

exprest4 gratitude and good wishes.

The family has an early lundh, of special vegetables

before visiting their friends and relatives. The special

lunch is a carry over of an old' Buddhist practice; it

symbolizes longevity and good fortune for the coming

year.

Aftei lunch, they go to visit their friends and

relitives; oranges and tanger!nes are brought as gifts

(symbolizing money and prosperity). people iieet one

another saying Kung Hay Fat Choy" ("wishing you a

prosperous New year "). When visitors arrive; they are

offered many delicacies such as candied melpns, fruit
'y

and melon seeds.

In China, 'Chinese New Year was celebrated for 14 days.

Now in America, many families having lost many.of the old

customs celebrate for 1 or lays.
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- A STORY OF AN URN
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l'HappY New Yearn and "wishing You a Prosperus yearn are

familiar greetings during Chinese Hew year. Here is a tradi-
,

'tional folk tale about prosperity from Hunan p: ovine, gm A

Long ago there was a poor old fisherman named Sim Yan Sam

oftAkaH. One day he went fishing. Though he tried all day, he

couldn't catch any fish until finally, he caught a dirty and

dark-colored urn. He thought, nitly goodness, I've been here

for such a long time and still haven't caught any fish. All

I have is this dirty urn! It's a, shame to throw it away:, May-

be if I brine it home to my wife she can use it to feed the

dLeks.if

.4hen he returned home he gave the dirty urn to his wife.

That night she put a small amount of unhusked rice in the urn

ct, and placed it in the duck pen for the ducks' meal the next day.

The next morning when she went out to the duck 'pen, she was sur-

prised to see that the urr was full of unhu-sked rice and yet all

the ducks appeared to be well fad. she emptied the urn and that

night again put a small amount of. rice into it and placed it in

the duck pen. The following; morning the urn was again full, of

rice. 'This.happened several times. Finally, she told the-whole

Story to her hu sband.. Sim Man ;.;am decided to put some coins in

the urn. Lo and behold, the next morning the urn was full. of

coins! They then realized that this was a magic urn. So when-

ever he needed anything,- he would place a .small amount of it in

the urn and the next morning the urn would be. full. From that

time on, Sim min Sam prostlered and became a wealthy man in his

-village.
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With time, this story spread across China to become one

of the traditional rituals of the new year. Every Chinese New

year, many Chinese families put urns in front of pictures of

Buddha or picture-t of their ancestors. !They then burn paper.

The paper represents gold or silver money and they allow the--
n

ashes from the paper to fall into the urns. They hope that-''

their urns will' be like Sim Man sates and that the ashes will

bring prosperity and good fortune throughout the new !year.
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The Chinese observe many traJitional customs during-:11.inese

;;ear "ear. N1 knives, cleavers or other sharp instruments are to

used on New year's Lay because of fear of cutting one's luck.

Lack' family has to hicrethese sharp instruments .for at least 24

=hours in case someon might,forget,anu use them. The broom alio

.has to be hidden because of another New ear's Lay tradition.

reolle are not allnwed to sweep the floor for fear of sweeping

their luck out the door. :There is,an interesting story about a

broom which relates to the dust=.

loni; ego thPe was a merchant named Au ?tin! Nk RJJ One -

day he made. a business trip h1 boat and took with him three pieces

of valuable jewelry. There was a lig storm just as the boat was

crossing pang chirk lake Au. ;ding iieard.a voice

from teir. lake talking a'-oat his jewelry. The other people on' the

-ship Lecame frigUer.ed PrIci s!,.ked him to throw hls jewel,s into the

lake to a!Tease the Lori rr the Thou& Au mine didn't w6.,nt

to throw his jewels into lIke ws: to frii::::teneci and did

as the other passenurs asked. 7t.c. s; ore; sto:;led and they were

able to reach the other shore safely.

.:Afhen Au Mint: reached the shore, ht was met Ly a group of

coidierS who invite d him ter refreshments. Ao Ming Was confused 1

a0d. didn't want to go with them until the soldiers. explained that.

he was being invited to the home of the god of the lake, who

wanteq to thank 'lit for his it of ,:e.iejry. The soldiers also 1

I
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advised:him that the you of the lake might wish to givektm a

gift and would ask him what he wanted. The soldiers said that
.

he-should:say that he wanted you yuqn bu TAO .

cure enough, when Au Ming-arrived-at the house the goeof

. the lake asked him what he wanted. 4e replied, ',you yuen ". and
,

U

was surprised to find that you yuen was 4"maidservant to the

g04 of the lake.

Au Ming took you yuen to his home and married ber. She.

'possessed, such magical powers that whatever Au-.Ming wished, You
.

Yuen would obtain for him and over the years he became very

wealthy. As Au Ming became prosperous, he became important, as

well. He felt he didn't need c)41 yuen any more and began to
. y

treat.%er'badly.

One New year's Day, you yuen decided to sleep late. Au

'Ming became very angry and teat her. You yuen was frightened

and hid. herself inside a broom. Au Ming was never able to

se

find her again and from that time on he began tp loie his wealth

until finally he Was a poor man.

As the story spread, the people believed that you yilten

was still inside the broom. Therefore, these people would hide

their brooms so that you Yuen and prosperip could not leave their

omes. it 0 also appropriate that in Chinese you yuen means.

nwhatei,er you'wisht,.

o 1.1

1 4
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MONKEY LA

1

Long ago, the ;people of Chipa used oil lamps for light.

They put vegetableoil in a shallow-dish with a piece of rush

for a wick. The dish was *aced on a bamboo.stand. Because'

the bamboo Stand resembleethe shape of a monkey,_it was called

a monkey lamp

On New Year's Eve, people prepared many kinds of delicious

food which they placed before statues and pictures, of the gods

and goddesses they worshipped. In this way they expressed their

appreciation to these gods and goddesses for the blessings they

had received during the year. However, hey did not honorthe*

monkey lamp for the light it had provided during the year.

One New Year's ;Eve, a monkey lamp, ,Jealous of his master's

worship of all the gods and goddesses, said, "Since man does

not appreciate me, it is useless for me to work hard for him.

I want to destroy all the men in this world. while the gods and

goddesses areUvingitheir meeting in heaven!"

Fortunat ly, one of the goddesses, Kwan Yin , , heard
0) 4

of his plan a reported it to the highest of the gods in

heaven.-- ;his igod sent the heavenly soldiers to destroy the

jealous monkey lamp, thus saving mankind.

Si I! - z. e destroy all of their

. monkey lamps *fore the New Year comes and purchase new monkey

lamps for the oming year: In this way, they prevent the ion.

_____Joy lamps fromj/desroying them. ,It also symbolizes the passing

of the old ye and the welcoming of ,the new.

410

O
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Do ycu ',clew what's a red scroll': Itis a bag piece of

,red paper which the. Chinese use to write meaningful lucky

phrases with a large brush and black ink. These red scrolls

are hudg either inside or outside of the house lust before

Chinese lew Year. Lany Chinese believ? that by dcing this,

it will ensure continued happiness and prosperity for the

household.

The custem cf the red scrclls has been around for a long

time. During Chinese-New Year time, many restaurants display
rr

them is front of their buildings.

Accordiai; to traditicn, the Chinese first carved lucky

characters cn peach wood for Chinese 'yew Year in 907 A.D.

They believed that tne plaql4es would bring good luck and 'drive

away evil spirits. As time nest, the people thought that the.

, peach wood wee tee. heavy aad 1,:cravealeat to use;.sco'they
.

started tc use red paper instead.

The custom of the red scroll orizinated with a Ming

Dynasty emperor who like ttem verb' ztuchv 'Once just before the

Chinese New Year time, the emperor was in the capital city and

saw scree beautiful red scrolls. -HedecIded that ail cf

subjects shculd'put red scrolls on their doors. He thought

that it weuld make everyone happy. and that he would continue

tc have peace in'.his kingdom..

.4
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When the people heard the emperor's order, they immedi.

1\

ately put red scrolls cutiide their dOors. The only people

who didn't obey the crder were those who didn't k'cw how to

read -cr write. They met-to discusi their problem because

they didn't want to 'offend the emperor. Finally, they odecided

to put plain red paper, brushes, and paper near.their front

/
doors. Then they world ask for help from people who did know

=

how tc read and write. Since then, the hanging of red scrolls

for Chinese Sew Year has been a custom_ in many homes.
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AN ANIMAL CALLED YEAR

(Why red. scrolls and firecrackers are used at Chinese New year)

a

Once upon a time, there was an Animpl called year. He lived

along. the nortneastern coast of China. At midnight-of each New

year's Lye, he came out of the sea and went toward the shore.

year was so big that wherever he went, there was a flood. The.

, people living along the coast knew about year so they moved to

higher grounds before year came out of
.
the sea.

One New year's Lvel'at /won time, an old beggar came to the

village who wanted something to eat. Nobody looked.at him be-

cause everybody was busy packing to run away from the flood.

Ile went to the end of the village. There he met an old lady.

..;he gave him a piece of cake and said "tun fast! 'Year will

show up very soon!"

the old beggar asked, "What's so . eadful about yearVI

The old lady said, ',year will bring flood to our land."

The old' beggar -said, lIlm\not scared. If you let me stay

at your hone tonight, I can get rid of year."

The old lady said, If you aren't scareck you can stay."

That night, the old beggar took two pieces ofred paper'

from his pocket and. cut them on each side of the front gate.

Then he pit on a red cloak which he borrowed from-the old lady.
0

He sat in the front yarq and waited.
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All Animal Called year

At midnight,"year came out of the sea followed by high

waves. When year came to the village, he saw a ray of red

light coming from the red clak_of the old man. year also

heard the sound of drums becaluse the old man used two cleavers
0

to beat on the chopping board.) The sound of the drums was.

Ilouder than the waves.

year was scalied by the light and the sound of drums. so

4111

year ran away andithe.waves receded.

On New Year's Day, the old lady -came back with the villagers.

Their houses were still standing but the old beggar had dis-

appeared. They only saw two cleavers and the red cloak in the

front yard.

From then on, the villagers copied the old beggar. Every

New year's. Eve, they celebrate by handing lanters, putting a

'pair of red scrolls on each side of the front door and chopping

meat with two cleavers to make meat dumplings.

.
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What is the Kitchen God
#

According.tc Chinese custcm, the.i:itchen God has juris-

dItction in the kitchens cf every Chinese househeld. He is .sent

as an envoy from heaven to watch for good and bad things-which

happen in the household during-the year. At the sacra the.

year he would return tc heaven to give his report. In order to

have a. good report,-people Must dc at least'twc things: clean

the kitchen on the third day.of the twelfth mcath and prepare a

big dinner fcr the Kitchen Gcd.

'The Kitchen Gcd is worshipped on two. different days. The

reason being, that in old China the king and his officers wor-

shipped the Kitchen God a day earlier than the common people.

That is, the kinG and his officers-would celebrate the event on

.the 23rd day of the twelfth month cf the lunar calendar and*the-

common peopie.wculd-.eelebrate it a day later. 17,

The fcod prferings to the Kitchen Gcd include chicken,

rest duck, fried fish, vegetebles, rice, wine, tea, And candy.

The candy is made frcm barley and sugar a; that it is ver7 -

. sticky. It is believed that the stinky candy would keep the

`Altchen God frcm ts.'kingtro much when he Makes his report. in

heaven. The custom cf the Kitchen Grdis still observed by

many people today.

To-
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Chint; ring Fest:.val 'has i.een .o1;served in since

3/W.2.C. one of tht, biggest festivals in Chine---

socAety. Tb.. "e-xpression Yine ( ) means

clear and .bricht.r It symf..r..qiu-!.. the warm weather that

follows the cold wn and snow. However it. also indicates

or spring pl._;4ghirig. rsually Ching Ming falls

on Aprt:t. tth yi.rixj It par, it falls on April 5th.)

Inolder. days, tht, traditional custom during Ching

Mint wasiusweeping.tnv . ) whiFh,took.place

in the woods. Linckl- it incluaell'the (.,ense, ofpicnicking
,

in the woods, it camt,: k%own as 'step on the frassP
4.

"W111`. J. rzieg" ) or pai sihn

H;weel-ir.r %fT-it's" a% il;)ortant aspect in

r"hinese :hine:ie to show

respect to4iard.; t'-é' anceft3rs.. The time to sweep-

the torrLis ;s ptok-±t may ,LIVE tr,

work w.1,na1. wnlle :1)74E- others may live too far

away irLm thr- f'_)r th-rr. to rake the. jollrney there.

.Usdall;/, the sweelinc of tire tomr,:; takes place three

days Lefore :.dhe or four days after Ching Ming.

In certain ca,.t.t.- (!er.:.-m.-.,ney may last as long as

#-. .1, oN2s:

lr pz paratior or tnt, cerem:1,; thorny bushes
q-
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and weeds are removed from the tomts, and words are

repainted on the tombstone rftle ceremony commences at-e.

the grave sjite with the dizpla:i of food such as chicken,

roast d'.ck, roast pig, sugar cane, mandarin oranges,

rice, wine and tea. memters of the family bow. to show

their respect to their ancestors. ,Then wine and tea

are poured around the graves 'followed by the scattering

of rice to symbolize raving numerous descendants. This

o proceiure is then follcweu by the burning of mock money

-so that their arcf-strs will have tnough to spend. setting

Off firecrackers eoncludes the ritual.

When the ceremony is over, the family .gathers around

the grave to have 11-n0.. That same night, they pay respect

to their ancestors once again ;1t hczie.

Lome people hang weeliiNc willow tranches in front

of the door as a sign to driv4s away all evil spirits.

*Another very common activity during this time of

the year is kite-flyint. VAs activity provides a great

deal of fun for both adults and *c:hilaren. Kite-flying.

is a_ _traditional Chinese game and is considered,to be

good for one's health as a form Q1' exercise.

The kites for Ming Festival are usually pre-

p6ed a few days before the beginning .of-the festival.

; Colorful kites are prepared by adults and children. When

they fly these kites, they beat drums and gongs. The

Chinese prefer to fly their kites before' the Ching Ming

r
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Festival actually begins. The reason for this is that

the weather is most favorable for flying kites at this

time. After the Ching Ming festival, the weather i,s less

predictable and the wind may blow irregularly.

Many different kinds of kites are made. The kites

resemble dragons, butterflies, crabs, fish, falcons, pretty

girsl, etc. sometimes some people attach a light to their

kites in order to fly them at nicht, and they may hold

contests.

The names for kites in Chinese are: gee-yiu (YNt ),

401
yiu. gee ( .5.: ), or rung tsang (rek, Gee ( .4i )

means paper and yiu ( t )means a kind of bird belonging

to.the falcon family. Thatc, is why the name gee yiu (fkit )

is used when refeyring to the kite. The name Tung tsang

,,,, !:.

A Li( ) is. used because the ',hinese people like toI
attach a flute to the head of the kite. .'Allen the kite is

flown, it produces the sound like theChinese musical

instrument, tsang ( ). This is why "the kite is called

nfungtsane Tung ( ii )means in and tsang (If' )

means a kind of chinese muscial instrument.

Today, Ching .Mine Festival is still observed in many

Chinese communities ir. the United states. At this time of
. .

the year in (;an Francisco, it is very common to see bus-

;

\ loads of families going to colma, Californiathe burial
,

site of most of the earl; ,:iiinese.
t.
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My= BOAT FESTIVAL

The Dragon Boat Festival is one of the major festivals

celebrated by the Chinese. It falls the,fifth day of

the fifth month in the lunar calendar. Originally the

festival marked the ccmiaz of summer. .People preparedlar'

the hot and dry summer.months by cleaning,houst, spreading

insecticides, taking_preventive medicines, certain

insects and gathering herbs. They also burned

sulphur-and hula sweet-smelling herbs at the to-. of their

doors and wiadims to drive away the evil apir! , People

also prayed for rain sc that there would be a good harvest.

-commemoration of Chou Yuan ( hd J 4 Cho Ngao ( ir mR )

'elope than 2,40C years agc during the warring States

,Teriod, China was divided into several kingdoms, Chili Yuan

was a famous poet and a prime minister in the Chou kingdom.

The festival was later expanded to iaclude the

and Wu Tzu-hsin, '7'*)

-,r

f 1. He loved his country dearly and was skillful in

keeping it cut of war. Unfcrtunately his political enemies

were jealpus of him and accused him cf criticizing the .

Emperor. Finallys.the Imperor exiled him to the. southern

part of China. At that time the southern part of China was

an obscure area. On his way tc the scuth by boat, Chou Yuan

was very upset and wrote several sad poems tc express his

111

0
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feelings. At last he drowned hiims(1f il the river because.

he preferred death rather than ha:. .g to tolerate corrup-

tion. Though Chtli Yuan died, his spirit and his ideas

lived on in his poems, ad he is stall considered one of

the outstanding poets in classical Chinese literature.

Ancther person remeMbered is this festival is a girl

named Cho Ngao in the Han Dynasty ( 206 B.C.-A.D. 221).

She was a young girl and the only daughter of Chc Yu., who

was the village representitive in the worship of the river

god. One year en the fifth day of the fifth month in the

lunar calendar, Chc Yu was swept off the river bank by a

large wave. The villagers tried to look for Chc Yu's,

body -- but couldn't find it. Cho Ngac was ycry upset

because her father's dead body had act been recovered. and,

therefore, she woad not be able to perfcrm her duty as a

daughter and.provide him with a resting place. Seven days

after her father's droWntng she jumped into the river to-

look for his body. 'The next day thc villagers fould the

bodies of Cho Ngao and her father floating on the river.

The story of Cho Ngac and Cho Yu aeon spread throughout the
0

Country and on 'lay 5th of each year (lunar calendar)

children eat "joong" And also remember this story and its

moral -- that children should honor their parents and should

love, obey and respect them.
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Dragon Boat Festival;

Wu_Tzu-ilsin is also remembered in the Dragon boat

Festival. He was the minister offWu-kingdom (JAW 522 ay. .

"in the Warring States Period). He was.very concerned

about his country-and felt that the Emperor was not a good

ruler because he spent all his time driaking and carousing.
.

Again and again he tried tc persuade the Lmperor te,reforms

-bUt the Emperor becane very angry with Wu TzuThsin and

ordered him tD he),cilled and his body thrown into the river.

Wu Tzuhsin was killed on the fifth day of the fifth month .

but his patriotisim and spirit live on as a model for his

countrymen..

Nowadays, Chinese people still observe the Dragon Boat

Festival. Dragon boats still' race In the waters of

Hong Kong and Taiwan. The be o.4. I Ail PR ;mentions

that dragon boat racing originated with Chu Yuan's death.
-
When the people heard that he had drowned, they rowed theiv

boats down the river to the lake to loch for his body.

When they arrived at the lakes they discovered thaitVas

much larger than they had expected and they became lost.

They searched and searched .but.were.unable tc locate

Cho YuaWs body. Someone suggested a race to see Which

beat would get home first. ThUstegan the custom of the

dragon boat race.;
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Dragon boatb cf today are still made.ol wood. They are

narrow and shallow and over 'a hundred ceet long. ,The bow is

carved in the shape cf a dragon's head, and the stern appears

as a dragon's tail. Both bow and stern are painted DI very

bright colors. The boat lccki like a real dragon. Each .boat

is decorated with many colcrfla flags. The rowers sit on

both sides and there is a ma to beat the gong and another

to beatXhe drum tc provide the rhythm for the rowers And to

encourage them. The rewirig has tc be synchronized, or the

boat will lose speed or be overturned. The boats are lined

up and the reef) begins at a given signal. The people on the

bank shout and yell to cheer the rowers on.

"Jcong" is the special food for this festival. There'

are several `ways tc make "jcong" because different Provinces

have their cwn ways of aking it. The moat common kind

found here in Chinatown is the one with sweet rice; peanuts,

gr-en beans, neat, ald preserved ei:g yolk wrapped in bamboo

leaves. The preparation is time consuming and several hours

of steaming are'requrred to make'it sticky. The first

"jccng" was made to threw into the river to save.Ch'u Yuan's
/,

body. People thought that if the fish and shrimp were full

of "joong" they would not eat his body.

dowadays, the Chinese still mace njecng" but thdy eat

it instead of throwing:it in the water. Perhaps they do nct

want to waste the "joOng".

-
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. WHY THE aTER TS SALTY

Do you know why sea vater'is salty? There are many

scientific reasons, but in ancient China there is 'a tale of

how the water became salty. Would you believe it?
A

A ldng time ago, there lived a stone.mason.. He was-honestt

kind-0hearted but-very poor. One day he went into the mountain

to look for a suitable stone with whichto construct a millstone.

He searched all ,day without success.- .He was about to give 'up
43.

and go home when he cameOpon a large, flat, shiny, green stone.
4

The stone mason was very happy. This 'was-exactly the type of

stone he was looking for. Although.. the stone was =very heavy, he

-managed. to -get home anyway.-

The next morning he got-up very early .to begin 'working on

his stone. For_the next three days and nights, he chipped and

chiseled this stone into the shape.of a millstone. On the, fourth

day when he was nearly finished, he found some words on thestone.

They read, "If you want something, just knock three times on the

top; If you want it to stop, kno.ok threetimes at the bottom."

, The poor,min was very frightened for these words were not there

.hefore. At the same time, he was very delighted.

Finally.after getting up his courage and with great appre-
,

,hension, he softly *sal d, "Millstone, Millstone, I have been very

.hungry. Ganyou,'give me some rice?" Then he knocked three times

op the top of the Atone. Zuddenly a lot of.rice appeared on top

of the stone. The stbne.masun then said, "Millstone, Millstone,

I would' also like to 4ave some. salt to cook with the rice." Again

.
he k..Jcked three times on the top of the stone and salt appeared.

,

9
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Words soon reachea the rest of the_ village of the stone

mason and his magic stone. In this village therp,Was a sick

and greedy merchant. When he heard the story, he became very

jealoUs and plotted to steal the magic millstone. He hurried

over to the stone mason and said to him. "You owe me some

money and I have a proposition for you. Your stone can make.

salt. If you move your stone aboard my ship, we can make salt

and sell it to people who can't get-it and make lots of money.'

There and then the stone mason agreed with his proposition and

moved his millstone aboard the ship.
":.

--Once the millstont-wat-abdafdand the ship was out at sea,

the greedy merchant decided to steal the millstone for himself

and pushed the poor stone mason overboard. Meanwhile the mill-

stone kept making salt. Pretty soon the whole ship was filled

with salt. However, the millstone continued to make more salt,

and the greedy merchant did not know how to stop lt. Finally

the ship and everyone aboard,iank from the weight of all the

salt and that is how the sea became salty.
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THE GODDESS WHO MENDED THE. SKY

This Story is an ancient .;hinese myth on the formation

physical characteristics

A long, long time ago a devil made holes in the sky and

the earth. The kind Goddess Lui Wor decided to,repair the

holes; so she gathered colorful rocks and made them into

two beautiful patches. She used the patches to repair the

holes. However, fearing that they would not stay in place,

she used the four legs of a giant turtle to support the

patches covering the holes. This created the four directiOns

of north, south, east-, and west. Because the legs were not

all the same lengths, the sky and the earth were tilted to

one side. That is the.reason why the sun, moon, and the

stars fall to the north and the west, and the rivers flow

toward the south and the east.

The above story it a full myth in Chipa M

to Greek mErogy. This'OaAcular std
book Dat San Kee ( a 4w ) WhiChki

with the ancient Chinese understanding off
physical universe.
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China is famous f ?r its silk anc.1 embroidery. She was

the first country to raise silkworms and to develop silk into

-an-industry..

Prior to the .an Oknasty,0,:,-0. all textiles were white.

The nobility wanted to diitinguish.themselvos from the commoh

people, so they would ask the artists to add colors to their

clothes. However, this was unsatisfactory tor the .colors would

often flake Off or the paint would hide the sheen of the silk

material.

During the 'Ian Dynasty, *,.hina 1,,,ns able to develop a method

-,to dye its textiles. However, the only two...-aelos obtainable

-at thlt time was light sxect-ahrIlack.'' Finally when the method

of dyin4vextile was perfeotedl Its use was restricted. to silk

and enl; the r4ch and noble 4Pre allowed to wear this ma.

terial.' The erdinary people sore clothl.ng made of a white bur-

lap.
ro

During the sixth century, sin made its way to Zurope. Two

n merchants preserted silk to the ileman EmOre. The

Emperor was very irpressed. The :ers!Rn =erchanti told him of

wr)hderful material And how lt wiz obtained. The Lmperor

told the merchants t' rcturr 'hina and tr ottain the secret

of its iroduction. 7he two merchants returned to nine and
..

secretly learhed the art r4.' silkworm raising and silk production.

They then hid some silkworm eggs Jr bamboo tubes and smuggled

them out of China to arsme..
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The 1:1rpermr was 7ery,tiarl:: and rewardl the tw.) merlbants
1

richly. With their help the 1:;mpersr developed a silk industry

in Rome from where its use spread to the .rest of Europe.

.4
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THE STORY OF CHENG WOR

Cheng Wor"
S

was one of the most famous explorers

of the Ming Dynasty grj . He explored and opened many

routes from China to southeast Asia. He was known by the
. ,

. people of southeast Asia as the friendly ambassador from China.

He brought China's arts and goods to the area. Many statues

and temples still exist in this area to commemorate this

.faMous explorer/ambassador.,

During the Ming Dynasty, the emperor, Kin Man-MIC-*

Was overthrown by his uncle Wing LOk ik T_ . The dis-
,-

. posed emperor fled to save his life new Eloper*? Wing

Lok feared the return of hisnephew so he sent the eunuch

Cheng Wor to search for and bring back the disposed emperor."--

In 1405, Cheng or left Shanghai to command a'fleet of

62 ships. He explored and searched the southern and eastern
4

part of Thailand, the China:Sea, along the coast of Vietnam,

along the eastern coast of Java, through the Singapore Straits,

to Calcutta, through the Indian Ocean as far as Ceyldon and

finally returning to China in 1407. He failed' to locate the

Emperor Kin Man on' the first voyage,.

Subsequently Cheng Wor made six more unsucessful'attempts

in searching for Kin Man. In looking for the emperor, he

opened up and explored new lands and sea routes tojersia,

Arabia, and along the east-coast of ,Africa. Everywhere be

went he brought with him the culture and goods of China and

started a lively trade between China and-these new lands. He
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_visited a'total of 39 countries opening a two-way trade of

'pods. and cultural exchange between' .these countries and China.

Because Cheng Wor opened the sea and trade routes, other

Chinede .followed these same routes and eventually settled

in these nearby countries,

- -
a
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THE PONY-TAILED BRIDGE-

On the southeastern part of China these are two mountains

with a river running between them. At one time, the' two moun-

tains were one. The following is how.it became two mountains. .

Long ago there'was a wood=tter_naMed Chu'Wan PA L
'lach morning he would go up into the mountain-to_cut wood. He

would bring aldng his lunch .sand flute. When he had finished

his work or if he became tired, he would sit down and play his

flute. He was a very fine player, and the music.would echo

through the moUntains.
#

One day .when he had finished his morning work and sat .

down to-have hit- lunch, he noticed that his lunch was warm.

It had a better than usual smell and taste. When he finished

his lunch, he got up to put on his jacket. He discoveted that

his jacket had been cleaned and mended. This happened several

days in succession. Chu Wan was very curious.

/
'next day, he hid'' behind some trees .and watched his

lunch and his jacket. A short time later two goats appeared

and_catried his lunch and jacket away. Chu Wan followed them

into a cave high,up in the mountains. This cave was surrounded

- by beautiful 'flowers. Inside the cave was a hp use. Chu Wan

went into the house and saw a beautiful girl cooking. Seeing

-1Awa Wan .before her, she told him she was afairy princess., She

had heard his beautiful music in the mountain and wanted to .

:how, her appreciation to him. She told him that her father

waS a fairy who lived in heaven and visited her on earth every
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three to five year She spent most of her time sewing and

weaving in the house.. They soon fell in love, married,

and had five children.

One day Chu Wan had takers the children down theemountain

to visit his family. At the same time the prinCessl father

from heaven decided to visit his daughter. When he learned

that his daughter had married a mere mortal, he became very

. angry: He struck the ground with his magic stick; thus split-

ting the mountain in two and diverting a river to run down

. between the two mountains.

= Poor Chu Wan, when he tried to return, he-was unable to

cross the river and Was Confused as to what had happened. He

had to stay on the other side with his children. To let his

wife know he was still there, he would play his flute.

The.poor'wire was very sad. She cried and thought of how

she could rejoin her family. Finally she came upon the idea

that she would weave her hair into a pony tail tocross the

river. Fc '3i years She weave 1 her hair until she finally had

her hair long enough tc cross the river. But now she Aidntt

know how to g pcny tail across the river. She cried and

crad-4tintil an old spider heard her and decided to help her.

Al This spider used the wind tc carry her pony-tail to the other

side. When the pony tail was secure! Chu Wan and his children

were able to cross the river and rejoin the princess. When the

princess' father heard of the difficulty and successful reunion

of the family, he finally approved of their marriage. So.now

peace and happiness came to the woodcutter and his family.
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THE GREEDY FIX
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In ancient China, coins hid a hole trk the center. People

stored-and kept their coins by running a string through the

center. A string with a thousand coins was called a string of

morley

A long tine ago there was a young man named Fbng Kun

When he was a boy, his father died owing a large debt

to a wealthy landlord.,Beoause of this debt, Fong Kula and his

mother were forced tc give up their home to the landlord. The

boy also bad to work for the landlord in order to provide for

his mother and himself. After a long and difficult time, he

managed to save twenty coins which he had intended to give to

his mother.

One day on the\way home,. he met an old poor beggar on a

bridge who asked him\\ for money. Feeling sorry for the man,

he offered him the twty coins. Instead of taking the money,

the old man said that he was veri hungry and, wanted Fong Kun

to take him home for some food. Fong Kim knew there would not

be enough food at home but decided to take him along anyway.

Sure enough, when, they reached home, he found that there was

only one bowl of rice left. Fong Kun offered to share the

rice with the old alAn.

The old man was very impressed with the boy's kindness.

So, he told him that he was actually a heavenly envoy. Because
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.
of Fong Kun' s kindness, h3 wanted to help him. He asked Fong

'tun what he needed and Fong Kun asked for six strings of coins

in order to buy back their home. The old man told Fong Kun to

make the strings. As Fong Kun was making the strings with his

hands, coins suddenly appeared on the strings.

Fong Kun was very happy. Fie .rushed to the rich landlord

to buy back his house. However, the landlord was very greedy

and he'aocused Fcng Kun of stealing the money. Fong Kun

became very frightened and told the landlord the story about

the heavenly envoy who helped him. The lAndlord thought to

himself, "If this story is true, it would be an easy way to

become even Mcr.3 rich".

30 he dressed himself in rags and waited by the bridge

for the old man. Finally, the old mart appeared. The landlord

made up a story and told the old man that he needed tea

.strings of coins to help overooma'his poverty. When the land-

lord had made the strings, the old man gladly helped him by

providing coins on them. The old man soon realised he was

tricked. Angrily he changed the landlbrd into a' fly.

That is why today if you look carefully at a fly, you

will see it rubbing his front legs together as'it be were

making more strings for the coins.
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HOW TO WEIGH AN ELEPHANT

During the Han Dynasty there. was a famous minister named

411

Cho Cho ?lo , He had a smart son named Cho Chung I ;'4
',-

One day this minister had an elephant and wanted to know

how such it weighed. Since he did not have .large enough scale,

77--------he didnAt know what to do.

-7-

. _ .

Finally his son Cho-Ch'ing had an idea. He led the elephant

down to the river and put it aboard a boat. He then carefully

marked the water level on the gide of the boat before unloading'

the elephant. Then he\reloaded the boat with stones until Vs'
\

bottreaphed-the---sane-ilinter level.,as the elephant's water mark.
,

Then weighing each stone-a#d adding them up, he was ableio

determine the weight of the elephant.

Upon hearing what he did, the people

his cleverness.

praised Cho-Chung for
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A BRAVE WISE GIRL

Long ago in Fukien Province 6g 0 11 China there .

was a huge snake that lived in Ding Mountain Mf '44 .

For years it lived there killing and eating many people and

animals.

The people who lived in that area were terribly afraid of

the snake, but no one dared to kill it because many believed

that it was a god. Every August a young child was fed to the

'snake as a sacrifice. The people believed that they would have.

a peaceful year if the snake ate a young girl. This custom was

practiced for eight years.

When the ninth year came, the people began looking for

another sacrifice, A young girl named Lee Kee 4;

volunteered herself as a sacrifice to the snake.

But Lee Kee had a plan. She made a ball of sticky dough

fzom rice flour and poured honey-on it. She carried the ball

of dough and took A hunting aog and a sword to the cave. When

she arrived i.t the ;mouth of the cave, she placed the ball of

dough on the grourA to lure the snake out of the cave and hid

herself and the dog behind a large rock.

Soon she heard a noise from. the cave. A big head, shaped

like a wheel, appeared at the entrance to the cave. The snake's

shiny eyes examined the sweet, sticky dough, and its tongue

darted out and swallowed the bail of dough. Quickly Lee Kee

unleased her hunting dog. The dog ran over and titithe snake's

neck. Ihile the snake and the dog were struggling, Lee Kee

bravely used her' sword to kill the snare.'
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Lee De came down from the' mountain and told the people

that shz had killed the snake. she said, "A snake is nothing'

more than it appears to be. It is not .a god; that belief is

merely superstition. Yo.0 foolish people have sacrificed eight

--innocent girls to a snake because of superstitious belief."

After listeniilg to Lee Kee, the people hung their heads

in shame. They praised her for her bravery -and promised that

they would not be led into.any more superstitious practices.

M -...aa 1--

a..
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Once upon a time there were two brothers who lived by'

the sea. They were very poor. Every.day they would go down:,:.

to thesea.to fish which provided them with their-food And

their livelihood.

0130 day they were unable to catch any fish. Tired and

discouraged they returned home to cook their evening meal

which consistea onlyof boiled_ride.
I

: As they sat down to eat,. they heard someone moaning out-

side. They went to the door and found An old. man 'Who begged

them for. some food. The older brother told the old man that

they didn't have any food. Then he ordered the old man to* go

away and to stop disturbing them.

However, the old man continued to

brotherbecame very angry, and he was

man to leave when the younger brother

il z7=r;

.17

moan, ind beg. The older .

abOut to force the old

came to his aid. ,-

The yoUnger,brother ;aid, "Old man, although ve are Arfry
a

poor, here is my bowl of rice. Pia still young and will be

abld to get along yithout ito
1.

The old man gratefully took the bowl of rice, and then be

said, "Young man, you've been .very kind to me, end.I wish you

to have this,present."

He gave thepunger brother a beautiful jade fish. But

when the younger brother saw the valuable fifty he refused

take it. 1..

a
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Then.the old man told.them that he was really a god in

disguise.. He wanted to find and reward people who were kind

And did good deeds. -He told.them that the jade fish was

magical.an0 ttlat its possessor would be granted one wish.

The younger brother gratefully took the magical jade fish

and wished that he 'would get a good catch every day that_he

went fishing.

He was .granted his wish. However; he continued to work

hard and.lixed a happy and prosperous life.

s

Pk

't.
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THE MAN iHO SHOT THE SUN

1\
/

..

Did you know that a long time ago therp'were ton 'sur#0';
the sky? They were brothers who were descenden of

legged crow. These ten suns lived.in heai(en next to a large

magic tree. Each day they would take turnihine upon the.

.people on earth below.

One day these ten suns became involved in an argument as

to who was the most brilliant. So all ten suns descended to

the sky and shone down upon the earth. The intense heat of the

ten suns caused the plants to wilt and die.

At this time there_was an emperor named Yu who ruled a

kingdom on earth. When he saw the damage the ten suns were

causing on earth, he became very angry. He was helpless be-

cause he didn't know what to do.

Finally. an old wise man told the emperor that the suns

were descendents of the three-legged crow. The only way to

destroy,themwould be to shoot them down from the sky. So

the emperor called all the best archers of his kingdom. But

try as they might, they were unable to reach any of the suns.

The emperor remembered that the ruler of the next kingdom

How Ngai was a famous archer. He appealed to him

for help. The ruler How Ngai agreed to help him by.shooting

-the suns from the sky. Luckily for the people he ran out of

arrows after downing the 9th sun.

That is why there is-only one sun in the sky today.

* This story is a famous myth in.Chi a. Its origin is from a
famous Chinete novel Sau San Kee 160-4=

4. fiLf
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THE CUCKOO BIRD

In China, the.cuckoo bird is associated with sadness.

Every spring when the people hearthe sounds, "coo-coo,ft

a

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

they are reminded of the cuckoo bird. The following is a

famous story from Fukien Province about this bird.

Once upon .a tXmit.there was a woman who had two sons.

The older one was her bwn but the younger one was her step-

son. She ordered her stepson to do all kindt'of hard work.

She would beat him if ha\did not do the work to her satis-

faction. As for her own son,. he did not have to do anything.

One day she called both sons and gave them a task.

Each of them was to take a bean, plant it in the forest,

and not to return until the bean took root.

So both brothers went into the forest together. The

7'

older son was very troubled. He knew that his mother had

cooked his brother's bean to prevent it from sprouting roots.

He loved his brother because he knew that his brother was a

very diligent worker and a good brother. So he decided to

switch beans with his brother. They each then continued

into the forest and planted their beans.

A few days later the younger brother's bean had sprouted

roots iohe hurried home to shoW to his mother. His mother

,was very surprised to tee him with the plant. She questioned

him carefully and learned, that the two boys had switched beans.

She became very angry and rehlly beat the stepson. She sent

him back.to the forest to find his older brother. be did

not want him home unless he came. back.with him.
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So the stepson, although sorely wounded, returned to

the forest. He stumbled through the mountains and the

forest, crying and calling his brother, Coo-Coo

Chinese this means elder rother.) He was very cold

and hungry while searching for his brother. Finally he

stumbled and fell into a pile of sharp stones and died.

Legend has said that when he died he was transformed

into the cuckoo bird and every spring you can still hear

him in the forest and the mountains searching and calling

his brothers "Coo-Coot, Coo-Coo."

That is also why the cuckoo bird is also knownAis

:the beat bird in China.
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Diacovimo SILK
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During the time of the-fiist king of China, the people

had not learned how to make cloth. People covered themselves

with leaves in .the summer and animal skin tokeep warm duripg

the winter.

. One day Queen4tiyas sitting under an old mulberry

tree. She heard a strange noise above her and this noise

sounded like rain falling upon the leaves. She lookeCup

and saw the leaves were covered with wormlike creatures eating

these leaves. She'Watched them for a while and was so fascinated

that she brought some back mith her to the palace. She watched

them daily and noted that after a while they started spinning
V

a cocoon. After a month, the newly-formid moth broke out of

the cocoon and flew away.

The quibn noticed the cocoon was composed of a shiny soft

material. She thought to- herself that it would be wonderful

if she could use this material instead of leaves and animal

skin. She tried many ways to work with this material and die-
.

covered that it was very delicate, fragile and difficult to

work with. She later discovered that by first soaking the

tocoon in warm water the material was less fragile and easier

to work with. From this point on She was able to discover

how to weave this material into threads, then into cloth,

and thus creating what is now known as silk.
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LEGEND OF THE SILKWORM
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Silk worms were originally found living wild in the

mulberry forests of China. Later these worms were raised
t ,

and cultivated by people to produce silk. The Empress Liu

Jou 44 is generally credited with the original cultiva.,

tion of silkworms. The following it a Chinese folt tale

that combines fact with fantasy.

tA long time ago there was a general who was sent. b*

his EMperor to a far-off land. Se was gone for a long times

and, no word was heard from hip. The general had a beautiful

daughter who became very worried about his long absence.

One day while grooming her father's stallion she said,

sadly, "Oh stallion, -if you know where my father As, bring

him back to me, and marry you."' Thedhorse, comprehending

her wish, reared up, neighed, and galloped off. After

searching for a long time, the stall ion found his master.

. When the general saw his stallion, he feared that some-

thing was wrong at home; so he quickly mounted his stallion

and rushedback. The general and his daughter were overjoyed

to see each other. However, whenever the stallion would see the
p.

.
general's daughter, he would prance and neigh. The general

noticeethe strange behavior of,his horse and asked his'daugh-

ter.about it.

,;
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When he hearJ the whole ztor7, he became very angry.

He said, ".Whoever neard of a horse married to a human beingl-"

He sent his daughter into the house, and 0 went out and

killed the stallion. He*skilned It and` left the skin to dry

in the court yard.

rOne day wh4Ie -*he greneralls daurhter.was playing In-the

courtyard with her friends, she nccidentally stepped on the

horse's skin. The skin suddenly wrappeditsel4 tightly around

her and fleW off into the forest.

Alen the reneral hear:1 vh.?!.. had happened, he rushed into

the forest where ho dnu0-ter li:A-iged in a tree, dead

and still wrapped in the horse's skin. legendhas it th-it

with th(, passing of ti!!.e, the daughter was transtormed into a
7

silkworm. 7.1w ;?hinesc 71.ke to te).l'this story to their childrer;

.so.tnat they wnrit lake pror.115.(?s tney'rart1 kcer.

I ta

*
5%

a
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THE STORY OF NARCISSUS

' The narcissus plant can be\found on sandy, rocky soil over

rec

many parts of China. During the winter season it produces a

beautiful, aromatic,' white flower. For that reason it is often

used'as a home decoration by the Chinese tb celebrate the Chinese

New Year. It is not known when or how the narcissus plant was

introduced into China; however it is believed that it came from

- the vest. The following is a tale from Chinese folklore of the

narcissus-flower which contrasts with that from Greek mythology.

A long time ago there were two brothers who were left

some property by their deceased father. The other brother, who
o

w &s selfish and:lazy, took most of the inheritance for himself.

t
The youngerbrother, who was deligent and warm =hearted, was

left with a parcel of rocky,' sandy land. .Because.the older,

brother had. taken most of the valuable property, he became not

only richer and richer,'but also lazier and lazier. Meanwhile

the poor younger brother had 6\try to figure out a way to earn

a living fiom his plot of land.' He tried raising vegetables on

-
his land, but because the soil was so, sandy and poor, none of

the vegetables would grow. Finally he was so hungry and frus-
\

trated that he sat down, on the ground and started to cry. He

cried so loud and so long that he (11!tlarl2041e_King of Heaven.

171 The King then sent a messenger down to earth to find out what

was happening. When the messenger returned and told the story

to the King, the Kin

thispoor'amn.

was very sympathetic and decided 'to help

r
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The King thought for a long time. He came upon the idea

of the narcissus plant. It. would be perfect in the rocky,

sandy soil. The King sent 'a messenger disguised as at old man

to the poor brother. This messenger gave the poor brother

bulbs of the narcissus plant and taught him how to plant and

care.for them. The poor brother was overjoyed.

He worked long and hard. Soon his land was covered by

ti .the blooms of the-narcissus plant. By working hard and selling

his flowers he soon became_ a wealthy man'.

Meanwhile his lazy, older brother wasted away his. inheritance.

Although the younger brother triedto help him, his laziness

reduced_ him to the status of a beggar.
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THE STOLEN DUCK

- There was once a lazy-man named Lee Tse
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0 who stole

. a duck from his neighbor, Mr.sf:heung. That night he roasted

the duck and had a delicious dinner. At midnight he suddenly

felt a terrible itching 9f the skin all over his bodyt To his

dismay, he discovered that his body was covered-with.duck

feathers! The feathers felt like needles and were very pain-

ful. Poor Mr. Lee tried to pull the feathers out, butte could

not do it. He tried to wash them off. He even tried to cut

them off. But no matter what he did, the feathers could not

be removed. Finally he fell asleep and, dreamed about a fairy,

who said to him, "Mr. Lee, you are covered with duck feathers

as a punishment for stealing Mr. Cheungis,duck. You will never

be rid of the feathers until Mr. Cheung scolds you."

The next day Mr. Lee hurried off -co see Mr. Cheung _and

said, "How are you, Mr. Cheung? I've neard that one of your

ducks has been stolen. If you find the thief, you should scold

him to teach him.a lesson."

Mr. Cheung answered, "My duck has been stolen and probably

eaten by now. Why should I bother? Besides rdonit like to

scold people."

Lookingst Mr. Cheungls kind-hearted face, Mr. Lee realized

that Mr. Cheung was a very. good man who would probably never

scold anyone. That really created a problem for Mr. Lee. How

could he getivid of the feathers if Mr. Cheung refused to scold

him?. So hebegged Mr. Cheung to scold him..
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Poor Mr. Cheung was puzzled.. "Why should I scold yoi?

Besides, I am too busy now to botheF." Mr. Lee pleaded,

"Please scold me! I am the one who stole your duck!" At

this, Mr. Cheung became very angry and gave Yr. Lee a terrible

scolding. And suddenly, the duck feathersall fell away fror

Mr. Lee's body.

From that day on Mr. Lee was a very,diligent man. He

worked hard and never again thought of stealing anything from

anyone.

. t
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Since ,.:alloweer. is a timf, for trick or treat, witches.

and ghosts, he-re's a traditioml-^htnese folktale for your

enjoyment. lei -I-laps you micrt war.t to teli'it to your children.

Once upor a time there were two mercharis naned Mr. Sun
-

and Y.r. ), Its. became I-11 ailddled

while he was.traveling,north on a business trip. In his will,

he left half of his one -to nr:' Sun and asked him to give the

rest to his family. However, Mr. ;;;un did not keep his promise.'

He spent a small portion to bury Mr. `Lim and kept the rest to

buy a ship for his own business.

Mr. Yim's family did not learn of his death until.a year

later. Mr. Xim had a seventeen year old son, Sari (11:A.

After his father's depth, 'Jau went on a .11slness trip with

his.uncle. They traveled by snip. One night, while the ship

was docked on a river, .;au hcari the noise 61. people talking

and clicking of dice. Nearby was a elmbling ship, :and despite.

his parents' warring at.st:t ..',a1; became fascinated 1)y,

and curious a;...out, the sounds.

boarded th,-gambatna, and, afer watching the

people play, he tried the himself. P,e won and kept ,sr.

winning. loon' all vem .out of mcnoy, so Flt his sug-

gestion, the peop14 roved from the gantlIng sill: to Zeau's

$hip. Therf, the captain chargcd fce tv exc.hanv,moncy for

their gold. :2veryone-oont-inueq on the !,11ip 3nd

.;au went on winning qnti: the other gamblers _had everything.

O
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At this point the iappointel gaeolcrsjeft the ship and

au went happily to be

The captai::, however, was tcr) excited to sleep. Ke

stayed up to could. all t.:)e gold he had collected that night.

In the-dark of light, he ,:!unted his grad pieces .one by one,

and, strangely, as ha courfedeach piece, the.goIetArned

to stone! _The cP;tai:-.Ltcame f'..iightcned and angry. he had
a

exchanger' hi:: i;old and now the gold turneC to stone.

:le wanted t.o beat eau for getting him into this itt:Rtior.

J;.:; ste;;:e.: i;e* and beLold ME1

r &Ds' aprearPd:

eas fathno. The was Mr. Yins

false frIvnd, '1%;:i kept thf; lead 1: an' money. was

frightened out his wits. eveninc 43f delight had tL:rned.

into a nightmare. Me z'r..st ,:un, do ylu Tenember

.

me? You mar have forzotten a promise you made. Your gold.

turned to stone 1-ecal.;se wanted `o .war: ilu t.o keep that

hror no gmirrel dith my son, so leave him alone.

And remember tn keep your rromioF:"

nr. rallzed the error of his 'gay. he asked forgive.

ness and promised to car: v out the dead mar.ls wish. As suddenbr

and mysteriously as he hadappnEqrf211. the ghost then vanished.

w**************
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a

Ng Fung 41. was born in Fukien Province gm

China during the Manchu Dynasty. ;7i . When he wet still

/

,1

/ a child,. his family moved to the city of Kan Yee 44 It

. which-was located at the foot of the All MoUntaing Malin. Taiwan.

Ng Fung was a, very bright boy,, and he goon learned the led'-

', gunge of the natives. *He helped his father with' the farming

and with making hand crafts. He also helped the natives to

make the hand crafts.

When Ng Fung became a man, the central government appointed

him as a provincial official. He was to help the natives-of

Ali Mountain, and he was to maintain friendly relations with
4,

the Han people.

'The natives were a superstitious people, and their tradim

ticins reqUired them, to offer the head of'a Han person to thc

gods to insure aiKuntiful harvest and a prosperous year. *Try

as he might, Ng Fung .ens =able to perspade the nativei.to give

up their sacrificial rites. However, NFung was able to get

and to preseive'the heads of forty Hans who had died in a,

battle. Hence, he was able to ,give the natives forty years.
Qr

Finally hls'supply of heads was dePleted. That year there was

an extremely poor. harvest, and they natives demanded for a Han

head for the required sacri4ce.

Ng Fling, after much thought, decided on a plan. He told

the natives that he would provide an individual for the sacri-

flee the following day. The person would be dressed in a red

a

C
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garmen, an4 he .would present himself to them. Just as he
had- promised, .a man dressed .in red did appear. The natives

.immediately killed him. To their horror.and fright, they..

dAscovered that they had killed their 'good friend, Ng Fung.

From that time on, the natives of Ali Mountain made

no further human.sacrifices. They built a temple to the

memory of Ng Fung. Each 'year,.especially during .the Ching

Ming Festival, the people would go to the temple to pay

their respicts%to this great man

4

4

NOTE: There are many tribes in China. The Han tribe is b111
of nine major tribes. The other tribes are the Manchu, the
Mongolian, the 'du, the chung, the miu, the yiul the Tong,
and the Lai: r 7 * 2 V 7 rgl 7 7
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THE STORY OF A SWORD
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During the Spring-Autumn Era .V tt in Chinese,

history, China was fragmented ::.nto many kingdoms. One of -these'

small .kingdoms was the. Kingdom-of Ng.i The youngest son of the.

ing: of Ng was a brilliant individual; he was the off/dial

emissary to the neighboring_kingdoms., His name was Kwa Gee.

On. one of his journeys Kwai Gee. met the King of sui,

and he soon became a very good friendf of the king. KWiai Gee

knew that the king had admired the precious sword thaii he carried.

So he decided that on his way home frpm one ofhis tT4ps.he would

4, stop to visit the King of Tsui and present him with he sword.

Sure enough, Kwai Gee went to visit the King o .Tsui to

present him with the 'precious sword as he had'promi ed to himself

that he would do. Much to hls surprise and sorrow, he- learned

that the king had died. He went to tie tomb to pay is respects

to his friend. When he had finished, Kwai Gee left is precious

sword.- hanging on a nearby tree. The guards at the' to b did not

understan4 and questioned him on his peculiar behavior Kwai Gee

explained that he had made a promise to himself that he would give

the precioue:sword to is good friend,, the King of Tsui, d that

he was keeping his. promise even -thoughtlle king had died. When .

the people heard the story, Kwai Gee 14came known a great ynan to

be respected for being true to his word._
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STORY ABOUT A TIGER

A long time ago, there was an old woman who had an only son

that was eaten by a tiger.' lie was eaten while he was gathering

wood on the mountain. The old woman was very sad and very lonely

so she went to court and asked the judge to punish that tiger.

"Honorable Judge, I grieve for my only son who was eaten

ti

,

by a tiger." As she continued to speak about her dead sono!m!-,
.

started to cry. "Honorable Sir, I beseech you to bring justice

on my behalf. Punish that tiger!"

The judge said to her, "Although the tiger was wrong and

committed a crime, how can I punish him with laws made by man

since he is not a human being?"

After she heard what the judge hRd said, she cried louder

and louder. The judge felt helplrss and couldn't do anything

for her. Final171'he promised her that he would send somebody

to catch that tiger, but the old woman wouldn't go home. She

said, "I won't go home unless you definitely send somebody to

catch that tiger:!'

So the judge asked the gli4rds around him, "Tio Would like

to catch that tiger for this old lady?"

A drunkard named Lee Nan answered, "I will."

The judge said, "Good: And you old lady, you car go home

now!" After being reassured, the old woman went home.

After Lee Nan woke up, he regretted what he had promised

to do. lie then explained to the judge that he couldn't keep
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_'-Story About A Ticer

his promise. The-Fudge eras very.angry 3rd said to him! "Lee.

,Nans you have to keep :our promise: give you a.month's

time, and I'll also'se:.:d s'71ne :mu: terz from this village to help

you!"

From that day, Lee an and the hunters went to the mountains

to hunt for the tiger. They had been hunting for more thar a

month now, and they c.Y.11 er,Lidn'tfinr. that ticr. Lee Nan .

was very lisappointed .gin frightened. He was afraid of what the

judge might do to him. FinAlly, he went tc see the judge and .

told him that he2 had to catch the tiger. The judge said,

"Lee Nan, you must keep your promise. Your-time is already up,

_and you still haven't caught. ,that tiger yet! You certainly

deserve to be punished." The judge asked one of his 'guards to

give him one hundred lashes.

After his punishment, Lee Nan was' very upset with himself.

He regretted that he.'had'd,r4nk so much. He also wished he hadn't

made that promise, becLusP hnd caused him so much trouble. He

was so upset that he went to a 2..,.tddhist temple, knelt down in

front, of u statue and cried.;

Suddenly, a tiger c:Ime in. Nan was frightened at first,
..

but he had to ask the tigVt,"Are'you the one who ate the old

lady's only son? If are, please let me tie. you up and_take
1,

you to court."- The tiger nodded-his head and allowed Lee Nan

to tie film up.

When Lee Nan brou&t-the tiger to court to be punishedt.the

judge asked the tiger, "Did you eat the old woman's only son?"
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The tiger nodded his held. The judge asked again, "Do you

know how upset .the old oLan /;ow she has.no one to take

care of her since you've eatLa her only son, viu must take

care of her, or punish you:" The tiger nodded his head

in agreement and the judge let him g.o.to care' for the old woman.

.
When the old woman heard that the judge had let the tiger

go; she was so angry she didn't knovr what to do. That night,

she found a deer and she sold the meat and skin so she could

get money to buy food. . The next night she found some food in

front of her house. And from that day ons she found something

everyday in front of her door such as colds silvers food, etc.

.At'the beginning she didn't know who was bringing these gifts

-to her. Later on she found out that the tiger whc had.eaten

her only son brought the gifts so she wasn't mad at that tiger

any more. It was hard to forgive the tiger but she appreciated

what he did for her. 3low1 y she learned to love him like her

own son. The tiger came to her home everyday to keep hercom-

pany.and to bring her gifts until she died. After she died,

the tiger disappeared.
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SONGS

The following songs are divided into nine

categories: Moon Festival, Winter'Festival,

.Chinese New Year, Dragon Boat Festival, Trans-

portation, Family, Seasons, Christmas and

Others. These include contemporary songs

and Chinese folk songs. ADthe songs are

suitable for young. children.
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Ch ;nese Ale.1\1 Yeax- Sons

(I) Come lif-tit- dren 2c4 - -Hier a- round, Let us

(x) see the U- on dan.cers -the wind os-411c.:.)

(5) Look tik.fie drcn : Eve--tp. ow. pre-pores; hear gli.n

O
J

(1)

ta) proud- 13 do iheir art-cie4 don-ces grape fui 1 .

sine ma-119 s'io-ries of New year's Day

(5) -poi -s9 - re- °Ix-Kers; see the big pa rode .

posed by
nia Lee.
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RECIPES.
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Chinese food is famous throughout the.

world. The following recipes are

commonly cooked by Chinese. It's easy

for young children to fd4ow the llrec.

tians.

r
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FRIED WON TON.;t

Ingredients:

1 lb. ground beef
1 can. bamboo shoot tips(diced)
1

packs
g

1 ge won ton skina(50 pieces)
tsp.tsp. cooking wine

pinch of salt
pilleh of pepper
1* tbls.soy sauce
pinch .of sugar
1 tsp. cornstarch

Procedures

1. Mix-ground beef with salt, pepper, soy sauce, cooking
wine, egg yolk, bamboo shoot tips and cornstarch.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

V,

2. Place one teaspoonful.
ton skin.

3. Fold the skin into
with egg white. Squeeze the e

4.
degrees.

5.

6.
done.

of meat on the center of the won

a triangle. Wet the edge
ges together.

Pour the oil into the skillet. Heat oil until 350

When the oil is hot, drop'the won ton in one by one.

When the won ton turns golden brown and crispy, it is

*You can use pork and shrimp as a substitute for ground
beef.

6
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B.B.Q. PORI WON TON )40
KJ oft74,

Ingredients:

1 lb. ground beef 1 lb. barbedued pork
1 can bamboo shoot tips(diced) .1 can chicken:broth
1 egg
1 package won ton skins(50 pieces)
1-tsp. cooking wine f

pinch of salt
pinch of pepper
14 Ms: soy sauce
pinch of sugar
1 tsp.. cornstarch

Procedure:

1. Nix ground beef with salts peppers soy sauces cooking
Wines egg yolks bamboo shoot tips and cornstarch.

2. Place one teaspoonful of meat on the center of the won .

ton skin.

3. Fold the skin into a triangle. Wet the edge
with egg white. Squeeze the edges together.

4. Mix 1 can of chicken broth and 2 cans of water together
in a pot. Bring to a boil.

5. Addion ton to boiling broth. Boil until its,floating
on the surface of broth.

6. Put into a bowl and serve with barbecued pork on top.

R-2
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awn VEGETARIAN DISA

(Jai).

Ingredients:

1 lb. Chinese cabbage
2 oz. bean thread
2 oz. clouds ears
2 oz. dried bean curd (round type)
oz. dried mushrooms

1 can canned mushrooms
1 can water chestnuts
* lb. dried oysters:
* oz. fat ahoy
1 tbl. soy sauce

tbl. oyster sauce
2 or 3 slices ginger
few drops cooking wine
few drops sesame oil
1 tbl. salt
1 tbl...cornstarch

Procedure:

1.
oysters

2.
Chinese
10 aim

'MT COPY MAHE

Soak fat choy, bean thread, dried authrools, dried
and cloud's ears in cold water until they are softened.

Put one tablespoon of oil in pan and put in the
cabbage. Add * can chicken broth, then cook for

tes.

3. Put two tablespoons of oil in pan. Add the dried
oysters, dried mushrooms, cloud's ears and quick fry for 5
minutes. Then put the Chinese cabbage, canned mushrooms,
water cheatmuts, dried bean curd, * can of chicken broth and
simmer for 1'5 minutes.

If. Mix one tablespoon of cornstarch. with * can of
chicken broth, soy sauce, ginger, cooking wine, sesame Gill
salt, oyster sauce and add to the, vegetables. Simmer for 5
minutes.
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.SHARKIS FIN CHICKEN SOUPkti ..

'Serves 6 pckple)

Ingredients:

14 lb, prepared shark's fin
1 breast of chicken
1 egg white
6 cups chicken stock
1 tbl. soy sauce
1 tbl. sherry
pinch cf salt 4

2 taps. ccrnstaroh
strips cf-cooked ham

Proceduriii

1. Soak the shark's fin for 30 minutes in hot water.
Drain.

2. Cut the breast cf chicken in strips andnmix with
egg white: Fry- lightly.

3. Bring chicken stcck to bcil with shark's fin. Simmer
fcr 10 minutes.

4. Add scy sauce, sherry, salt and chicken withiblended
aornstarch tc chicken stcck. Simmer fcr another 10 minutes.

5. Serve hct, with narrow stripe cf ham on top.

R-1+
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SESAME Ems 4
(Makes about 2 dozen cakes)

Ingredients:

2 cups flour
;;I cup sugar'

Ups, baking powder
tsp.'salt'

;g cup lard
cup cold water

2 egg whites
sesame seeds

Procedure:
e

1. Sift the flour, baking powder, sugar and salt to
gather. Blend in the lard. Add the water to make a soft

-dough,

2. Shape the dough on a floured board into a roll
about 11/2 inches in diameter. Roll it on a wax paper and
chill it for 2 hours or

_3. Cut the-dough into ki inch rounds Coat them lightly
with egg white and.press the coated side into a mound of
sesame seedse.s .

4. Place the cakes, on an ungreased baking sheet, in a
350 degree oven, for 20 minutes or until brown.

R-5
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MUSHROOM SOUP
(Serves 6 people

DM COPY AVAILABLE

Ingredients:

9 dried Chinese mushrooms
tbl. lard

pinch of salt
1 tbl. aoy sauce
14, cups chicken stock
1 cup fish stook or bouillon(or substitute a cup of water)

e

Procedurei

1. Soak dried mushrooms in, warm water for ;I hour.
Discard stalks.

. ,

2. In a saucepan heat about a tablespoonful of lard.
Add mushrooms, salt, soy sauce, and half a cup of chicken'
stock. Cover and cook for 10 minutes, then add .the rest
of the chicken and fish atock(or water). Bring to a .boil
aad simmer for 5 minutes.

11-6



ALMOND FLOAT

Ingredieits:

2 pack;ges unflavored gelatin
1 3/4 cups water
1* cups milk
1 tbl. almond extract
1 can fruit cocktail

Procedure: )

1. Sprinkle the gelatin over 4 cup of cold, water and let
soften Tor 5 minutes.4

. alb

BEST COPY AMIABLE

..

2. .bring the remaining 1*.cups of watei to a boil
small saucepan and add it to the softened gelatin.' Stir until
it has thoroughly dissolved then stir in the silk and almond
extract. Pour the mixture into a flat container. The custard
should be 1* inches thick. Refrigerate until the custard is
firmly set.

3. Cui the custard diagonally (1 inch apart). Put into
a big mixing bowl and mix with the fruit cocktail. Serves 4
people.

R-7
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DUO FU FA j,61° lkr
. (SelTrirlrFeop e)

Ingredients:

1 lb. yellow beans '?24 cups water
'2 tbls. calcium sulphate ON
-1 Cup sugar

Procedure:

BEST COPY AVALIABLE

1. SOak-yellow beans in water for 3. hours.

2. Put yellow beans with 20 cups of water into. blender.
Blend until smcoth-into liquid form.

3. Use a clean bean bag and drain all the sediment
from the bean"liquidip

4, 40.0-ebaan.liquid until boiling.

5. Mix the calcium sulphate
.put into a large tall pot.

with 2 tablespoons water-

quickly pour the boiling6. With a downward motion,
bean liquid into the pot.

7. Leave in pot-wait 10-15 minut*Pc It is ready
when it has the consistency of jell°. Serve with syrup.*

*Syrup- Heat one cup of .water and one cup of sugar
until boiling. Serve each bowl of Duo FU
Fa with 2 teaspcons a syrup.

1t.8
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CHINESE *DUMPLINGS 4410

(Southern Chinese style, one serving)

Ingredient;

1 cup glutinous rice flour

3 blocks brown sugar

Cold water
t.

Procedure:

1. Add cold water slowly to the rice flour until the

dough has a kneadabke cOnaisten y. (The dough should not be

too sticky),:

2. Roll handfuls of .doug1 into.strips.of about 1 inch

in diameter. Break strips into 1 inch pieces, and,roll them

into round balls.

3. Take a block of they brown sugar and cut it into very.

small pieces: Stick .a piece f sugar into the center of each
0

dumpling. Then ro?.l'it again:into a round hall.

Li.. Syrup (fOr 1 serving). Add two blocks,of brown

sugar into one cup cf'boiling wa.ter. (or 1/2 cup of brown

sugar). Simier for about ten minutes.
I.

0. Add the' dumplings tc the boiling syrup. Continup

boiling at slow flame. When the dumplings floatt .to* the top of

the syrup, the dumplings'ars done.

1
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Ingredients:

JIEI DUEY IP, 4i.

1/2 lb. glutinous rice flour'
As cup brown sugar
2/3 cup boiling water
1/2 cup snow white seeame seeds

*. )s lb. dow saah (black bean filling)

Procedure:

BEST tore

I
I .

1. Dissolve brown sugar in-2/3 cup boiling-water and .

bring to swift boil.*

2. .Take sugar water off fire and carefully stir into
glutinous rice flour until a well .blended doagh is formed.. °.

3. 'Roll dough into sausagd form about l'Inah in
diameter, then out off '1 inch sections (make about 10) .

4. Roll each section into ball. with palms of bends.

5. Roll the dow sash filling into sausage form about
1/2 inch in diameter. Cut off sections 3ig inch wide. Roll
each piece into ball.

.

6i Take ball of dough and flatten it in hand. Place
ball olufillinid, upon it and envelop filling with-dough
completely. Roll ball.of_filled dough until entire surface,.
is covered.

t

7. Gently press seeds into surkace.

8. Deep fry balls in oil 'for a few minutes until it
becomes light brown.

* There are several ways to,make Jien Duey and you.
Ni can substitute coconut, peanuts, etc., for the

dow sash. (The dow sash can be bought in any. .

Chinese dry goods store in Chinatown)

IH
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The.following poems include Cantonese

nursery rhymes, simple Chinese classical

poems, riddles, and children's rhymes which

already has been translated into English

by Isaac T. Headland.

I
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The wolf has come,

The tiger has come,

The old priest follows,

Beating a drum.

4.

The heaven is ight,

The earth bright,

I have baby...who cries all night.

-77
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Old Mr. Chang, I've heard it said,

You wear a baskt on your head;

You've two pairs of scissors to cut your peat,

And four pairs of chopsticks with which pottiest.

What is it? (a crab)

rotigsfixotest
11101CVNiPt/N* tufettft*IN

As the sun came up, a ball of red,

I followed ay teacher Wherever he led.

He thought his fast horse would leave me behind,

But I rode a dragon as swift as the wind!
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I heard someone say,

A man bit a dog OrOUS way,

-Such news.I ne'er for a moment could s

So I lifted my door to open my hand;'

I snatched up the dog with a slow double-quick

And tossedhim:with force at a very soft bridk.

The brick -- I'm afraid you will not'understand

I found in a moment had bitten my hand.

So I mounted a chair, on a horse I was borne,

While-I blew on a drum and beat on a born!

e
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A hurrying man he

From the day that he 'as born;
indtO hurry to'a fair one day

He rosé at early.morni

Put on his wife's green trousers

To hurry to the sale,

Jumped on his little donkey

With his face toward its tail!

.
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CHINESE NURSERY ItHYMES
. (Translated by Isaac T. Headland)

The .dragon

pagoda,

It touches the

,,sky,

The dragon pagoda,

Illifteen stories.

6 The Great Wall

..s

The wily Emperor, Chlin Shih Huang,

He built a wall both great and strong;

The steps were narrow, but the wall was

'stout;

So it kept the troublesome Tartars out.
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CHINESE NURSERY. RHYMES
CTranslated'by,Isaac T. Headland)

BUMP

Hump, bumps

go away,

Do not let our mama, see;

If she .sees you on baby's head,

She'll give. no money fbr murse'ls bread.

Baby Is Sleeping

My babiiineepingl__

My baby's asleep,

My flower is resting,

I'll give you .a peep;

How cunning he looks

As he rests on my arml

my flower's most-Charmin/

Of all those that charm.

-7
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CHINESE NURSERY RHYMES
.(Translated by Isaac T. Headland).

,t

A New Baby

A'jilt-woad mace,

And silvered things,

My grandfather\ plays,

And grandmother' Oings.4.4

My grandmother sings til; broad daylight,

And a baby comes to our home at night;

They place the child by the pot onthe ground,

And it eats rice soup,with a sucking sound.

Mam4'i Boy

Do not fear, do not fear,

444011 put the pants on

mama's dear,

Do not cry, do not cry,

We'll put the coat on mama's

boy.

4

V
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( MA"NTR:tRY RHYMES'
HeFdland)

Don't Steal

If you steal a redle

Or steal a thread,

A: pimple will prow

Ipon your head;

If you steal a dog

Or steal a cat,

A pimple will grow

Benwa your hat.

--******

Our baby

Mrs. Chang, Yrs. Lee,

Mamahns a -sn111 baby:

Stands ur firm,

Sits ur, straieht,
*It

Won't' eat milk,

But llves on cake.

r

r
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CHINE31. 14URS Y RHYMES

My nephew is a naughty boy,

He comes here every day,

He eats until he's very

And then he runs away.

The Old 'Woman

There was an old woman

As ! hive heard tell,

She went to sell pie,

- But her pie would not sell..
A

o She hurried back home,

But her door-step was high,

And she stumbled And'' fell ,

',And a dog ate -her pie.-

S
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,MINESE NURSERY RHYMES
aranslated by Isaac T. Headls00)

The Lazy Aramart,

The lazy woman

She sweeps the floor,

And leaves the dirt

Inside- the door.

' She cooks her rice

Ina dirty pots_

And sleeps at night .1.c c

4la

"10t

a

04 an old straw cot.

.,The Tilv Woman

r

The tidy woman

111

Is always clf7,a 1

No dirt in her.home

Is ever seen.

Her food ii 'fit

Foi a king to, eat.,

And her. hair ind*Clothes. .

Are always neat.

e

r

I
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CH3ESE NURSERY.RHYMES
(Translated by Isaac T. Headland)

The Buttertlx

Away goes7the butterfly,

To catch it=1 will never try;

The butterfly's about to light,

I would not have it if I might.

''!-The Fire Fly

Fire-fly,

'''fire-fly,

Come from

the hill,

Your father and mothr

Are waiting here still;

They've brought you some sugar,

come candy and meat,

Come quick, or I'll

give it

To baby to eat.
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CHINESE NURSERY RHYMES
TTranslated by Isaac T..Headland)

Lady-Bug

Lady-bug, lady-bug,

Fly away, do,.

Fly to the mountain,

And feed upon dew,

Feed upon dew

And' sleep on a rug,

And then run away

Like a good little bug.

I
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Children love games. It's a good way to learn things

,
in a relaxed situation. The following selection in-

clgdes the tradition41 Chinese and some common univer-

s.ak,games which children play quite often..

.*e writer collected and accumulated these gamLs after

teaching primary school for. a few years.inHong Kong.

Some games were collected after many hours of research. .\

P

Many of the games were played by the writer when she

was a youngster in China. The writer tried to organize

the games into a workable form that is easy to understand

with suggestions for getting the most value from these

games. °

In addition the writer wishes to thank Mr. Cheuk Wah Li

whoswrote five children's games for the Chinese Bilingual

.Pilot Program.

6
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Introduction:

NUmber'of

Four Jeasons

.BEST COPY RIIRillat

Thil'is a game to .help the children learn about
the four seasons in Chinese o24 English.- Either
English or Chinese may be used in this game.
Whichever language is chosen must be used.con-
sistently throughout the gamel

players recommended: Whole class.i

Spring t-

Summer j
Autumn

Winter

/

/

Method of playing:

(1) Tie children are taught the names of the four season

/in both English or Chinese.

(2). Divide the class intO"teams of four members each:.

Spring, Summer, Atitu and Winter.

v(3)_ Have all theme teams sit in a circle. Each member sits

according to the seasonal oraer: .Sprng, SumMer, Autumn

and .Minter.

(4) Teacher picks one child, as the leader who will give

directions and keep score:

G-1



Four Seasons
BEST COM ram%

(5) The --game begins with the leader saying, "I'm Spring.

I'm leaving now." The children

who are "Summer" have to stand up and say, "I'm

Summer. I'm coming."

,(6) The leader has to watch and listen carefully.

If a player stands at the wrong time, does not stand

when he should or uses incorrect Chinese or English,

his team does not get a point. If a player does

everything correctly, his team gains a point.
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Four Directions

BST COPY 1111111.11BLE

Introduction: The purpose of this game is to help the children
become familiar with the four directions. Either
English or Chinese may be used in this game.
vihichever language is chosen must be used con-
sistently throughout the game.

Number of players recommended: Twelve or more.

Diagram:

West

Method of playing:

North 3L-A

South

East*

(1) The children are taught the four directions:

south, west and north.

(2) Draw a circle on the floor or on the playground and

mark the four _directions, as shown in the diagram.

(3),.;,,iiave the children,stand on the line around the circle.

(4) Fick a leader. The leader says, "The wind is blowing

to the east n Chinese or in English)."

All the children have to run to the east. _If a player

fails to run in the correct direction, he must leave

the game.

G-3



Four Directions
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

(5) The leader may choose any direction, and the players

must follow his commands.

(6) Teacher may change the leader whenever he pleases.

High. Middles Low

Instruction: The class forms a large circle. One member.is
chosen to be the blind man.

Number of players recommended: 'Whole class.

Method of playing:

The leader stands in front facing the rest of the class.

The leader calls out high l. (stand up), middle 47 (squat)

or low (sit down) in series of three (3), in any order.

Or combination. \

The rest of the class-must quickly follow thse orders in
. .

the order in which they are called. Any member who forget;

or mixes up the movements are out of the game. -Me last

one left wins.
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The Prince The. Princess

.

_ Instructions: Divide the-class into two groups. One glhlup

called the Yrin-es, the other group the A,
Princesses. Two members are chosen to act N,g.

as Dragons A & B.
The object of the game is for each Printe
rescue a Princess without being caught by the
dragon.

\sa

Number of players recommended: .thole class.

Diagram:

Prince

9191.>

=1110151415

Method of playing:

it

Princess

A.S

(1) The princes form one line (I) facing the princesses

(II) forMing another line. The two dragon0 are blind-

folded -and place midway, between thWunLaines..

(2) Each prince starts from point .1 anAuletly sneaks

over to point 2, rescue a princems4And return to

point 1. Meantime the dragons listen for their move-

ment. If the dragonoirs a noise he says-stop and

point in the direction of the noise. If he ha! correctly

/
caught a princ on the way. over, the prince must start

over again. f he has caught a prince and princess
. I

returning= o point 1, the caught couple must pay a

penalty At the end of the game.

9
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The Prince 8c The Princess

(3) The game is ended when all the Princesses have been

rescued.

(14) At the conclusion of the game, the dragons decide

what penalty the capturalcouple must pay.

r

Poison Patches

Instruction: Mark off three or four areas of ground (with -

chalk, magazines, newspapers etc.) or 2-3 feet
square and designate these areas as poison
patches.

Number of,players: iihole class.

Method of playing:

.The class foims a circle holding hands facing inwards.

At agiven signal the circle starts moving in .a clockwise

direction. While moving in a clockwilse'manner, each member
#

of the circle tries to force one or_the_other-of-his

bors to step into the poison pateh by swinging, pulling or

pushing with his arms. (The circle constantly moves in a

circular fashion.) Whin a member steps into one of the

poison patches, he is eliminated and the circle becomes

smaller and smaller. The last member left wins the game.

_
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Animal Blind Man's Buff

Instruction: The class forms a large circle. One member is
chosen to be the blind man.

Number of players recommended: 10 to 30.

Method of playing:

One player is blindfolded anc is placed in the center of

a circle with a stick in hi, hand. The other players,

holding hands, run around him until he taps three times

on the floor with his stick", then they must stand still.

The blind man points his stick to one of the players who

must take the opposite endlof the stick in his hand..

The .blind man then commands him to make.a noise like an

animal, such as a cat, a flog, cow, sheep, lion,. donkey,

duck or parrot, etc. hei playershoulddisguise his natural

tones and height to deceive the blind man. Then the blind

man tries to guess the name of the player. If the guess

is correct, they change places. If it's wrong, the game,

is repeated with the same blind man.

-7
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N-- , Blind Bell ')

Instructions: The members of the class but =pare blindfolded.
iV--. Equipment needed -- a bell.

e_=7-77- Number of players recomnended: 5 - 30*.

Method of playing: /

All the players but one are b;indfolded and are scattered

randomly. The one who is not blindfol.ded carries a bell

loosely in one hand so that it will ring with*every step..

If desired, this bell may-be hung around the neck on a.'

,string or ribbon. The blindfolded players try to catch)/

the one with the bell, who will have, to be very alert to

.

i

keep out of the way. lhoever catches the bellman changes

places with him.

* If there are more than 20 children, there should be two or
more bellmen.

G-8
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This Is My Elbow

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Instruction: Players sit in a circle; one person in the center.
it77 is "it"

Number of players recommended: 10 30.

Method of. playitc:

. The pervin "it" goes up to a player in the circle, takes

hold of his own nose, and says, "This is my elbow!'" the

person thus addressed' must immediately-take.hold of his

",,, own elbow and say, "This is my'nose:" before "it" can

count to ten. If he does not do so before ten, or if he

takes hold of the wrong part of the body, or if* he says the,

wrong part, he changes places with "it". The object is

to confuse the players between the part that is touched

Q

and that which is named. For instance, touching the toe

and saying, "This is my ear, hair, shoulder, knee, eye,

forehead or throat, etc."
O

i3

Pio
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Chinese Ball
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

enstruction: The class forms 'a large circle.
Equipment needed - a baSketball.

.kr-7 Number of players recommendea: 10 - 30.

-

Method pf playing:

The players stand in a circle shoulder to. Shoulder.

One player in the circle has a bahketball; he throws it to

any player in the circle who must try to catch it. When

the ball is caught by g player; his neighbors on each side

of him must raise their arms in the following manner: the

player .on the cattber's right will raise his left arth and

the one on the catcher's left will raise his right arm. OU7_

a player raises the wrong arm, or none, or both, he leaves,

the circle. If atlayer fails to catch the ball, he too

mist leave the circle. if. he does catch it, he throws it

instantly to some otheir player, whose neighbors must raise

their arms aA described. The arms are towered again as soon

as a catther has thrown the ball._ /hen all but five players

are eliminated, these. arc nalled the winners and _the game

starts over again.

G-10
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Instruction: The class.forms \a

Number of players rec9mmended:

a.

ethod of playiilg:

)

BE:sr. 'copy AVAILABLE

circle.

FrItire class.

This gaMe can be played 1st r F.nglAsh orsChinese.

.
One of the players .start th game by .sabring, "one";

T,

the next _says "two!', next' "three", etc. until the

i

number "seven" is'reacheid, whin the word "Buzz"" is
.

substituted for it. The next layer says "eight", and

so on up to-a multiple of..leven\, such as fourteen,

twenty-one, twentSi-eight, etc. n each of which the

:word "Buzz" should be used instead of the right number.

The word "Puzz Is also substituted for any number in

which the word seven occurs, even though it may not be

a multiple of seven, such as seventeen,, twenty -seven,%

thirty- seven, etc. Then seventy is reached, the counting

proceeds as "Buzz-one", "Buzz-two" 'etc. and seventy-seven

is "Buzz-Puze.
f..

4henever a nlayPr says a number that is "taboo" instead'

of "Buzz" or says "Buzz"'in the wrong place, or calls out

i
a wrong number, he must start -the game over again by say -..

Ping "one".

G; 11
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The Zoo
BEST COPY MAME

.r
Instructions: A 'leader is chosen, the rept of Alm group forms

one large. circle facing inwards. An ajsccis
placed into the center of this circle.

1

Number of players recommended: Whole class.
.

Method of.playling:

The leader goes to each'member and whispers the name of

an animal (number of animals used depends' on the total

number or Player) in his ear. The leadei. then calls out

4

the number of one of the animals. Each member who repre-,

sents that animal rushes into the circle to grab the .

object. The one who gets the object should put the object

buck in the center then leaves the circle while the others.

must return to the circle. The game continues until only.

one member is left. If the leader calls 'out zoo, then

all'members can rush for the object.

t-
O
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Instructions

. 1

Hurry Reply

BEST COPY
AVAILAAIE

e players are seated in.a circle. One player
s s in the center with a knotted handkerthief :

as the 'perAon. "It". ,

,

Numbe of playerg
!

recommended: 'Thole class.
t

Met od of playing:.

The players are seated in a.circle. The person "It"

. sits in the center of the circle with i.khotted'handker-
C

Chief. The game beg.ns with the person "It" throwing

the knotted handkerchief-At .any qne of the players sitting

in the circle. The person "It" must then call out "beef ".

afterwhich she starts to.count.to ten. The player who is
. .

shit by the knotted handkeichief. must Call out the name of
f

.
another meat before the person "It" counts to temif

faili to do this, he becomes the person "It" and goes to

'''le center ofthe circle ta.stari the game over again:

A.person remains "It"' until one of the players hityith

the knotted handkerchief is unable to name another meat

before the count to ten is made.

The names of vegetables or fruits may be used in the place

of the names of meats.

t.

4.

G-13
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.t.21r1 'iound

1

(G's who'e4ts th4 !mon cakes)
.

7nstrue!on: 74,:i7lat,s forms a cire..le.

Ntx.ter o. I'hole class.

0

Y.efhlod
0.

-large c4r,I.e.wh1ch symbolizes the moon .cake is drawn

.on the rround. ,Thi c!rcile is.ftided into 12 sections.

Eac:h section is riven a lifferentnumber (numerical).

..ass is ther ir.tc three groups.. ',Each group

choses a leader. 7n .turn Lhe leader, of each group

- .1f 'isTrf--.41 'into the. canter of the

.

. _

U.

.
. .

c ir(.1c. Th s tlindfr)lued, spun around four

tir.ez th.-n 11,:wE1 to taf, fcr steps in any direction.

is th.er, t1-.6 veGr t. whatever section he ends

!:!) r.. er. a:: +.1%,-. hhvi had their -turn,. the

tfay. -(!^re wins.

G-11+
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Blind Man
.

,

!
t

.

-:n?;tructions:. ?he%elass.n.:rrs n large circle. One member
is chosen tnIte the blind man. He is placed
in the:' center cf the 'circle, blindfolded, and
rivrn a yardstick. 17,uipment weeded - a
yard stick.

Number of players recommended: :hale class.

//Method of playing:

At a given signal the eircle moves in a clockwise fashion.

When the blind ran shouts "stop", the 'circle stops.. The
4

blind mnn then points in Any dirc!ction with the yard

stick. The person whc% the yard stick points to (or

close to) must ther grat thf free end of the yard stick

and either bark three times .like a dog or meow like a

cat three times.. bIlndman must .attempt to identify ,

the rerson. successful, the identi'fied person becomes

the new blind man. :f not, the person returns to his

plaeo and the ganic continues.

BAnd Man
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Eat 'Rice

. Instructions: Divide the class into groups.
Equitment needed: Two bowls per group.

One pair of chopsticks per group.
One bag of peanuts which sym-
bOlizes rice.

Number of players recommended: .thole class.
1,0

Method of playing::

Each group lines up in one straight linewith.each

member behind the other. An empty bowl is placed imme-

diately in front of each group...Approximately twenty

______feet_away.otheriPowU with peanuts_wreTlaged... The

. first member of each group Is given d'pair of chopsticks;

he runs to the bowl containing peanuts, picks one up

and returns and places it into the bowl in front of his

.group. :f anyone drops ,the peanut on the way back, he

must return to the bowl qf peanuts and pick up another

one nni try aeain. When he has laced .the peanut into' the

bowl, he haAds the chopsticks to the next member of his

0
group. The first group to" finish wins.

G-16
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Cats and :)ohs

Instructions: Divide the class into two groups. The cats
and the dogs. Each group elects one member
to be the leader and another to be the blind-
folded eat or dog.

Number of players recommended: Whole class.

Method of playing:

The blindfolded cat. and dog are led to the center.of the

Q

. game area. Fach,ot.the two groups then form a line (one

behind the other) with their leader in front. Each member

must _plaCe his hands, on the .shoulders_s/t_the_member in

front of him.

-%The purpose of the game is for the blindfolded cat and dog

to catch or touch a member of the apposite group. The

leader of each group must lead and keep his group from

being captured. The dog group must-qontinually bark while

the cat group must meow. -The call" of each group leads

the, blindfolded eft and dog to his prey.

The leader of each group becomes the next blindfolded

player and the game continues.

G-17 .
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Toss Bean Bags ft ( kittt

Introduction: This is a common game played-La China. There-
4 '

/

are two versions- one for younger children and
cne fer elder children. Materials needed to
assemble bean bags(make 5'of than):

'scraps cf cotton material cut into
squares(111 z 1" when finished)

. rice or.
Sand.

*Player completes, each round sequentially and
loses his =turn if he °fails to complete a round.

Number of players reccAmended: Five tc eight.

Method of playing:

Version #1 (recommended fcr younger childreq)

(1) *First Round(cne at a time)
Scatter the 5 bean bags. Place one bean bag on
the back cf the hand. With .same hand pick up one
of the remaining bean bags. Flip the bean bag
that is on. the back side -ef the nand-and catch
-in: the palm. Repeat until,all 1 bean bags are
picked up,

(2) SecOnd Round(twc by two) 0

Scatter the 5 bean bags. Place cne bean bag on back
,

of hand. With same hand pick up two bean bags. Flip .

the beaq bag that is cn the backside of the hand end
*etch in palm. Repeat once more tc capture, the re-
maining 2.

(3) Third Rcund(three and one)
Repeat steps in Second Round but this time picking
up 3 first then 1.

(14) Fourth Round(a11 four)
Repeat again this time picking up alli'eur_beiui

(5) Fifth Roundtk
With all 5 bean bags in the palm cf your band, toes_
them into the air and catch as many on the back of .

your hand. Flip remaining. bean bags into the air

G-18
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ta

and catch with a fcrward.mctich. Designate points
fcr number cf bean bags caught(i.e. each bag may be'
wcrth 1C pcints).

--Version-42 IreCommended7fOr_clder children)

(1) First licund(cne at a time)
Scatter 5-bian bags. Chccse cne bean bags Toss
it: into the air.. Wnile it is in the air, Vick up
one cf the 4 remaining bean bags and catch the
falling bag with the same hand. Repeat until all f
bags are picked up.* t

.-(2) Second Rcund(two,by twc).'
Scatter the bean bags._ Choosing ar1yone_bean bago_
toss it into the air. While the bag is in the air,.
pick up 2 bean .bags and catch the falling bag in
the same hand. Capture the remaining. two in the

. same way.

(3) Third Rcund(three and-cne)
Repeat steps in Seccad Rcund but this time pick up,
3 first then*

(4) Fourth Rcund(all four)
Repeat again this time picking up all bean bags.

(5) Fifth Rcund
With all 5 bean bags in the palm of your hand, toss
them into the air and catch as many on the back of
your hand. Flip remaining bean bags into the air
and catch with a forward mction. ,Designate pcints
fcr lumber cf bean bags cauet(i. a* each bag may be
wcrth 10 points).

....... ...,

G*19
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Land Creatures and Sea Creatures a! AN,70

%

;Introductioi: Landscape in China is fabulous. Children in
China appreciate the beauty. of their motherland;
they write simple poems and playlaames of what
they see and hear on the land lula in-the-pat.

. e

Number of players .reaOmmendedi Twelve to twenty.

Method of playing:

11)- Two leaders are selected, each then chooses a name
of a popular fruit or candy for himself that would.
attract the attention of other children to like
him, e.g. Leader A as banana and Leader B as pine-
lopple.

(2) The leaders-then form an arch with their
rest of' the children form a single line(each child
putting his hands on the shoulders of the one in
front of him). They then sing.HA Bird is Falling in-
to the Water, * (or the English version of London
Bridge) and pass through the arch along the way.

(3) Just as the song ends, the leaders capture the one
who's passing under the arch. The one who gets
caught is asked to choose between banana and pine-
apple. If banana is chosen, then he belongs to A.
If pineapple is chosen, he then belongs to B. Repeat
the song until all members are divided into two teams.

(4) After the teams are divided, the leaders'decide what
they will be, land creatures or sea creatures, by
flipping a coin. If team A is land creatures, then
'each member receives a name Of a creature found on
the land, varying from-WA -an4sAls to domestic pets,
and from vegetables to rollingliremes. The other
team will receive names of creatures from whales to
starfishes.**

*Sing to the tune of "London. 'Bridge is Palling Down:"

411A- a%.ffr
111.1.1-$03 loolk-4/ t 0 .

**The names of team A will be a secret to team B, and vice
versa.

G-20
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_z.

(5) When each member has a code name, leaders A
B will do the Paper, Stone, and SciSsors( rr

h ).
If leader A wins, he then takes on a member' rom
team B, covers up his eyes, and dings the rhyme,
xxxx, (the' _code name of one of his team members).***

(6) -They -member from B-who was biindfolded-i-s-now released,
and then asked to guess who is xxxx. If it is a wrong
guess, he will.be taken away and becomes a new member
in team A. If the guess is corrects xxxx will be
captured by B's team.

-(7) A new, name is given to the newly captured member in
the corresponding team. The above procedures are
repeated until one team captures the 'greatest number
of.p14.yers,

in

AVAILABLE

***Wave your hand, then stop, tonight'I will send you
a soup of cod.
The Chinese version

Code name of player
(Net XX=

tot4427,
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Hawk and CI' iCkens

BEST PY AVAILABLE

Introduction: China is an a6ricultural cou4try; children in
the village work, either watching cattle or
feedt-:z cicvltr;; tr help 'out thelfamily. In

4 'daily lifcs.the cruelty of the nawks_and-fcxes
attacting chickens and-the-affection cf motherly
love delcnstrated by the :lens to prptect their

.

chickens, are nrt only re.'1 stcries cf survival, ,

tc the youth, cnildren but also are a reminder
how ereat mothirly love is.

Number of players reccmmended: Ten tc fifteen.

Diagram: .

141.44 Vitn
7

Ngthcd of Playing:

ciutttit5

(1) Rules:
ao haw4 cannot attacvc arms of hen
bo lbicth sides. should ovoid direct contact
c. nen sad chickens shcvld.wcrk together as a team

(2) One player is desidaated the "Hawic",. and ancther,
cae as hem, the'rcst of tine players become
chickens:

(3) The chickens line tip in slazle file behind the hen,
411, and each.cnicken pl..ts his hands around the waist of

the one in frc..tcfhim.

(4) The hawk starts chasing the. chickens. The hen should('
try to.,bleck the\hawk in any wwsexcept holdlas the
hawk with his haa*(usually blocking the hawk with
shculders aad cn a ms are the best way )y

.

(5) The chicken whc is aught will be the next hawk, and
the hawk has a choice- either cf being a chicken or

.:the hen, if tile last c .iondels preferred, the hen
will be the chicken Itne,
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Introduction: "The li.lonkey" is one cf the most popular Chinese
novels -ameng..cnildren. it is a travel story of
a Buddtlist-,--racnks accompanied by three disciples..
a monkey, a hog aad a dragon, to search for -the
bo-cka/cf--T-ruti-i---an-d -Thes pies. -have
be'en' traasfcrmed into human form. The monkey,
is capable of transforming into 72 morphologtial
form.

Number `'f players recommended: Ten or over.
Ziagra.r4:

I

til

4
,

V

r; MOAK.
k4"

i I

Method cf play i.Z

(1) Cne playcr is picked as %ne leader{ tae tactile) and
anther is picked. as the catcher(thehog), and

(2)

the renaining pl:ers become monkeys.

The monk s its cn a chair with the he squatting in
front cf him aid holds the hoi;'s ears with his hands.
The rest cf the players stand toi-ether in a circle
facint: the leader and the catcher,

(3) The monkeys ask the monk, "Mr. Hog bcueht.some fire.
.wood, wnere dc :vrI.A want us tc put thine", The monk
tnen replies;y'It she ld rc to .....:(a place or
an object he waits the monkeys to go and touch)

(1.) So, every unkey rushes.tc the designated place or
ck'ect, touches It aid then rushes\ bacz tc the monk.
Ho ever, as see9 as tne mc.,akeys start tc touop, the
object, the hcg is released tc chase after tne monkeys.
To avcid being calht, each monkey may squat down;

.0-Z3 "
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holding his ears with his hands, and move back
tc the monk.** Any mcnkey may simply risk
running back tc. the monk.

(5) Any mcnkey whc runs back and is caught will be
the hog the__ELext_time-.-1-f-the--hc-gcannet catch-
anyone, then the mcnkey who returns to the monk
last will be the loser. The above procedure is
rex:mated in the next game.

*Chinese versicn,is'

..*

Monk replies, "4
.
414

10'0 INA. Iv

**The monkeys transfcrmed themselves into hogs tc
confuse the hog catcher.

.

4
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The Chef
.

Introduction: Eating is one of the most important parts An.
one's daily We. There are many regional"
dishes; 04 not cnly reflect the climate and
prcducts but also signify the general custom

. and characters of the people living in .that
particular region.

Number cf players recommended: TWelve cr more.

Diagram:

A

I

Method of playing:

t.

_-

4

Seats lined up in
errupb
A=meat
El=vegetable
Cm-spices

route of
chef's shopping

(1) A chef le chosen at the. beginning aril the rest of
the'children are tnen divided into 3 groups, namely '

Meat group, Vegetable grcup ind Epices group, /These
3 gro,Ds then form arid. sit en the three sides of a
square, with cae side left open, making'rcom for the '

9 chef arid "the food" brctght tc, walk around.

.(2) Each-child in leach greLp setts a nameo.e.g. Spices
group may have nalles like -curry, scy sauce, salt,
pepper, etc. They .have to memorize whqt_their
names are.

(3) The diaidesvwhat A wants to cook for
dinner, .g. if he says, "1 would like to have
ginger beef as a.special,," then the child whose

e aa .
A .X 8

I f
I i \....._: .

. .
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name is-ginzer rocts'from the vegetable grcu0,*
and the one who's beef from the meat group have
to stand up and .fellow the chef in a line. The
chef walks around and selects another dish. .

1;, .
.. .

1.1- , ..- 04.) After _.s.eleating._aa ._many:aa14.__dishes(deiin. -on
;-

.. the number of children who are playing) tide chef
..

will then say," "I guess /..104 through with my .mai.I.
.

. -keting, ancl.I am acing to-cook:", Everyone in the 1-

groups'inbluding the. chef, rush to get those empty ... ..-t=

seats available on any sides. -Anyone in the-line 1 .-

who fails to get a seat will-be the clue for the
-next,time. Those who get a. new seat will have 'to._.

,

a select a new name according.to.whiCh group, e.g.

: N

vegetable or meat etc., the seat belongs tow
.

Penalties will be given for the following:
r%), 5

1 I. .,,

I .. .

(a) chef whc fails to recognize the. names of the meat , . .,..

l vegetable, and spices not avutIW.e' . . ..,.

, .
..:

. / (b) chef wIlp mentions name of the same fetid twice,/ 7
...- / .in the..same meal

.
,

(c) children 'who fail tc recognize their names called
by the chef

? 5 1 . n

\.

4OP

INV

Choice of penalties: .0

(a) singin3 a song,
(b) making a funny gesture
(c) making a funny acund

Shopping Suggestions:

(1) Barbetue spareribs (spareribs, sauce)"

(2) . Sweet and Aur.pork (pork, sugar, vinegar)
(3)*.Mutihroom beef:(beer, mshrooma)

.

Almcpd bh icken
5

(6 Broccoli beef
3.... Black bean_ sauce 'chicken

(7)' Oyster sauce beef
(d). Bean cake -perk
(9) Shrimi3 and eggs scrambled'

41V 4

'

.

.4.11
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Introduction: This Praditir nal. Chinese game retol.V.es around
It.. characters The children' have to learn the

. of each. in
.children

English and C'Arieide:
a. King :Or
b, District Officer 4..41

Detective
d., Thief

.

F

a

Number cf Nrayers recommended: Four.
! '
, .

_, .1-
Method of plaliIng/: . o.

( 3. )' Teacher 'introduces the four ch4.-facters and their.
duties tc the olliltiren: 7'.r .

.

1. a.. ''he King ( 4, 1.r" ) decides; 'tie sentence' of
the thief (such as, beating the palms 10 or
,C) times cr singing a scrig). .

b. .District Officer ( 641, 4k, ) -carries out the,
bentenee.

0: iDetective:( .it/.. ) decides who is the thief.
/ cf. ,Thief ( .fr.- ik ):-

.. /, . _.,

4.

\
,-I

Eac name áf the 4 characters: are written individually-
an our piedes cf paper. Each player picks one and
te at one. his :Tie.
The.detective identifies.himdelt, He must pie
oup the' thiif aNeng'the thrse. One guess is allowed.
Iffhe guesses correctly Alien the thief-mist be .

seintenced by the k/A,Q. and punished tif"the diStrict
officer. if his 4.1ess is incorrect=, the thief must
gNackly say, "Escape" and gainhis',Treedom. If
the---tnter---ftsrgets---Vt say it tile alpng--siti-trr the
4etective, wi21 be Punished. The king and district
Oftimer will pt.lfcrm their-dUtiesi Then the, game
ban. be repPatedjand played with fireUe different children.

G-27
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7 11)Cut the Bean Cake
1n -4

)Vit

This ame designed for 5 people- 4 players
stand at th corners .of a square* and 1 at the
center is kn w as the quarterback. There are
many' plays that a quarterback can call, and
the other players perform the plays according
to the following instructions. The person.who
loses will be the quarterback the next,times
The quarterback will tOle the plabe 51 a
player.

*If, more than 5 people are playing, the square
can be modified to a pentagon, or a hexagon
and soon according to the number of people
present. .

Number of players recommended:

Method of

(1)

playing:
4;

Cut diewbean cake- Every player,at the corner of the
square has to change to a different corner.
And the quarterback can fill in the corner
during the changing of posts.. Anyone who
fails to get a new corner will be the loser.

rive or more.

(2) S ing newspaper-. Each player gives the name of a
different newspaper, and anyone who gives
the same names as the others will be the
,loser.

41-
(3) Drying clothes- Each player stretches out his arms,

and the . quarterback questions him, nkmoyour
clothes dr...! yet?" If the player replies they
are then he should quickly put down his
arms. If the quarterback catches him not
doing so, he is the loser. If he replies,
"Not yet!" then the quarterback should-try
to pull down his arms, and the player should
try to resist. If the quarterback succeeds,
the player will be the loser.

(4) Saii)ettik broken glass- Each layer ju:Ips. with one

foot, and the quarterback who catches amen*
changing foot will be the loser.



Cut the Bean Cake

.

I

(5)Pie iftg apples- Each player vices the same thing
as "barefoot,on brcken glass", but with
one hand tapping, the knee of the leg
that is held up. If anyone is caught
changing legs by the quarterback, he will be
the loser.

BEST COPY iltiAllIPLE

e
(6) A4oving rocks- Each player`squats down. The quarter-

back tries to move: any player to the 'center
of the square /in their squatting position. .

If the quarterbadk succeeds; then the player
is the lose'.

(7) Moving trees- Each player stands firm. and the quarter-
back will try to move any player to the center
of the square. If he succeeds, the player
involved will be the loser.

i,e
?.1/4

(8) Goini to the teahouse- The e,layers form a line follow-
ing the quarterback. After a short walk, the
players and the quarterback will rush to get
a corner of the square for themselves. Any -
one who,fails to do so will be the loser.

(9) ShoPping.with father All players form a.single line
and follow the quarterback. When he says
"shopping is over", each should try to get
a new corner.

(10) Breaking through the chain- ?layers stand in circle,
hands held. The leader tries to break the
chain and get a position. The one that
fails will become the quarterback.

(11) L stdning to a story- Players s:tt in a circle, the

;..4
(12) Teeleing a joke- The quarterback will tell a joke in

front of each player. If player giggles, he
loses.

(13) offal 114 up the staircase-, (maximum 10 steps) Each
player goes through the motions of climbing
up steps. The quarterback will tickle the ,

neck .of each player several times. Player
loses if he giggles.

quarterback teels a story.fteom memory or
makes up one. Towards the end he ho- d
say something like everycne es figh for
a seat. Everyone rushet for a:corner. :

C-29
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114) The)ioliikeg is looking at, the mirror. Each player
stretches their right arm with.the palm
up as if he is looking at a mirror. tale
quarterback tries to'tell a joke or make
a funny geture. Player loses if he giggles.

L

¶3

G-30
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ART PROJECTO

Children.can-learn a great deal from art projects if the

art projects attract their attention and are suitable for

teem. One'can use a lot of scrap materials (such as milk

cartons, egg cartons, juice cans, paper tubing, bottles,

etc.) to make these articles. Tie following art projects

include some followup activities to the stories presented

in.this booklet. The writer thanks Miss Cecelia Tsui who

gave many helpful suggestions.

a
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cllorfal rrint fat.ric, mils carton (quart size).
flat stirrer istin'e .:se tostir coffee), construction
parer, nickel, temperl, brush, magic marker,
stapler, c're'me parer, whitP ri,;p1 scissors.

Method:

1. Yaint the milk carton with lioht trowr or dark yellow
tempera, then let it dry. -

Take 1 niece of faLric 15" x 4" folding It In half
lengthwise, then clt the edges like the movement of
the waves.

(7ut two pieces of crepe parer 2" x 15".

4. Cut the crepe paper in strips,alonr one edge, as shown
in the diagram.

N' % s''""' riZ
f?"1 1+0

5. Glue the crete nape:. to to sIdes of the fabric.
This is the body of thc dragon.)

6. Then fold the fabric in half lengthwise.

7. Draw the head of arai-on on thetconstruction- paper,
and cl;t it out, then staple to one end of the fabric.

b. Decorate the head by irawinr the eyes, mouth, etc.
Caniy wrappers may he :;seri to help decorate the head.

J. "sing construction pater, out two 'horns and ripe them
on the head.

;.10. 'se n nickel to trace,, two circles on the construction
paper, cut them out, then glue them to both sides .of a
flat stirrer An shown in diagram. This is to be used
as the pearl.

one or each side of stirrer



Dragon - Fabric
BEST C011 liNLABLE

2

'Decorate the circles on both sides with designs.
DurinE a dram lance a man with a mask waves a pearl
in front of the dragon, to entertain it.

.1,

11. Glue a flat stirrer on t) head and the tail and one
in the middle part of ocly.

12. Cut the tail out of the construction paper, then glue
it onto the body.

17. Tut four holes on the mf.1 carton as Is shown below:

14. Vsing a magic :Harker, draw mountains on the side of .

the milk carton.

15. Decgrate the flat stirrers #1 to 71f. holes as dragon's
feet.

16. lace the stirrers in the propelholes.

17. Place the pearl (see direction 410) in the 04 hole
of the carton.

I
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Materials

A quart milk carton, scissors, yarn, drinking straws,
crepe paper, conL;tructiln rarer, pipe cleaners., stapler,
felt pens.

Method:
44,

aer

1. 'Cut the 1111k c;:rton so that it measures 5" from the
base to the top.

2. Cut out one side panel leavinr About 1 #" ,from bottom'
uncut.

3.- Cut two square's, one x 2" and one li" x-1"
from each of the side'rinelserespectively.

4 /

4. take the pert. of /Ile carton which hasp already been
cut off and cut it alonr one seam so that it can be
opened ft..

Fold the front sidc inward.

6. Insert the back rile inside the carton, then staple it,
leaving the two or.posite sides hanging down like .a
slanteJ roof tor.

.,,a44
"CO Callotlaa--

Pq."0.01.

F01
It 2.

7 'Ise the yanat? rr:ike four tassels.

8. nunch four holcs, one at each corner, and tie one
tassel to each hole.
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To cnnstruct tat ti plece of crepe paper
x cut Intl small strips 9p to the dotted

line as 4n the dl.AFT17:: 1.se it for fhe entrance.
LA. CA Anth 64.4 WOW Ificsta

olor,f,"4.11.1171.71,317171111MAI

4#3 .-

1009%,

10. T)11.1 the unc:.1*, ovPr a :4" piece 6f yarn
and False it so thY the curtain can slide over the
yarn.

'':.t ,.another x 5" rieco. c,f crepe paper in the salte
mnrnrr nri glue to the rear of the carton, covering
the yarn and the knot. z

12. i.unch a hrlle.at the top of each of the side panels.
-nsert the yarn and sliding curtain in such a-way
that the y..;rn* acts as n r't.lrtain rodi. Pull the yarn
around the tr,!k of thE, carton and tie it .securely.

(7ut two nieces. of 'repe paper x 2" each in the
slm:e..minnfer. hE above and glue them on the inside of
the carton to form window curtains.

14. '.'se corstruPtion paper to make s paper folding chair
.and glue it in position inside.

.15. Make four tiry holes on the lower part of the carton,.
two in front and two at the rg.ar.

16. Insert the twr irinking straws all the way through
the holes.

17. Yake four hol.e or. top at each corner of the roof
and insert pine (.1earers in the holes: add a touch
of'glue to hold tnem securely do place.

ltq. Bend the ends the pipe -leaners to make designs.
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Egg carton, construction papei.lpipe cleaner,
colored.nopcorn, flat stirrer sticks, white glue,
scissors, nickel, fTlt pens

,Metho0):

1. Cut the egg carion.in half longitudinally.

2. 'u.t pipe cleaners into twelve - 2i" length pieces.
These will be the legs.

'lake A nickel 114 :draw about 30 circles on a
piece of construe_ ion paper, then cut out the circles.

Take the egg carton and drew designs on It with felt
pens using different colors.

Insert the 3." pipe cleaners between the egg carton
sections on both sides.

6. ,J.t one section of another egg carton for the dragon's
head, and attach it to the body with a pipe cleaner.
7ncludinglthe head there will be seven sections in
the who y: dragon.

7. Take twr_ pieces of poy,corn and Flue them on the head.
as eyes.

b. Take two circles and glue them together on both sides
of the '?" pipe cleane. Repeat three more times.

.

ALtogether there will be four pipe* cleaners with
circles ;, put these on the head.

9. For the tail - take five 1" pipe cleaners and attach
,them to a full length pipe cleaner by twisting them

.. around it' (see diagram).

10. Glue circles on the ends of the pipe cleaners (10 ends
in all). Jame glue

46
Process as in step #8.

ATTACH ti l) 10 BODY men MatWOKAR

11. shape the long pipe cleaner into small circle at the
very end. Refer to diagram.
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Construction paper, Elaerls glue, scissors.

Xetpcd:

1. Cut two WWI", These two are for the sides and act
as the pillars.

2. Cut one piece 5inx21n for the top.

3. For the center part:
a) Cut a linx2w piece and glue it on the center of

the top piece.
b) Cut a 4,13tle piece and cut about 3/4 of the way

to slide this piece into the #3(4) piece.

4. Glue #1 parts on each side of the 0.

5. Cut one piece 1-ims4". Glue to the pillars.

'
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MILK CARTON DRAGON BOAT

,Grade level: First

Materials:

One quart size milk carton constructiont9paper, Elmeris
glue, wood stirrers, plastic drinking straws, staples,
crepe paper, scissors.

Method:

1. Takes a quart size milk carton and cut lengthwise in
half.

2. Use construction paper and cut a dragon's head. Staple
to One end of the carton.

3. Cut the dragon's tail and attach to the other end.

4. Break 2 stirrers in half. Staple 2 stirrers on each
side of the carton. Stirrers are the paddles.

5. 'Cut one straw 2 inches long and glue them standing-up
inside the boat.

6. Cut small circles and glue them on top of the straws.

iP
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FOUR WHEEL CART

Grade level: Second

Materials:

TWO stirrers, Elieris glue, plastic drinking straws, tooth-
., picks, a quart size milk carto?,,cardboard tubing from paper

towel roll, scissors.

Method:.

1. Cut the carton lengthwise in half.

2. Cut a "U" shape at the open end.

3. Put:one stirrer on each side(handles).

4,' For the wheels:
a) Cut four. 3/4" cardboard tubings.
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b) Glue two straws in the circular tubing to foim .spOksts.

c) Insert toothpicks through the center of the straws.

d) Attach two wheels at the back and two in front.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ONE WHEEL PASSENGER'S PUSH CART

Grade level:...ecoliki x tldru

Materials:. 07

"'Cardboard, round toothpicks,-flat stirrers, plastic straws,
glue, scissors, construction paper, roll tubing from paper
towel.

a

101ethod:

1. Cut a "U" shape from a 5"x2i" piece of cardboard.

2. Cut a piece 3/4" wide from the paper towel tubing for
the wheel..

3. Cut a piece of straw the diameter of the wheel.

4. Glue and insert the cut straw in the center of the wheel.
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5. Insert a toothpick in the center of the straw to form
the axle of the wheel.

6. *Break one toothpick in half. Make an X with the tooth-
picks and glue to the wheel to form the spokes.

7. Take two pieces of construction paper and draw the 9h ape
of a tuning fork. Cut.

Glue the two "U" shapes toget ier. Open the ends and
glue this to the cardboard.

9. Put the wheel between the "U" shape construction paper
and fasten with a toothpick.

10. Glue the two stirrers to the sides of the cardboard
to form the handles.

a



Grade level: Second

. Materials:
N

., Construction paper, staples, Elmer's glue, scissors.N
P

Method:

1. Cut a piece' of -construction paper 7flx5..

2. Fold 1" on each side.

3. Cut four small slits on each end by -folding it. to fors
the shape of the boat. Staple.

4. Cut construction paper 2"x4"
of the boat to form one cover.

5. Cut another 3-ex2". Staple it
boat to form another cover.

0

Staple paper on one end

on the other end of the

4.



CHINESE JUNK

Grade level: seuz.e. tt:f ra

Materials:
Construction paper, Elmer' s

Method:

1.

2.

. .

BEST COPY AMAMI

glue, scissors, stapler.

Take a 14-"x4" piece of construction paper; and
slits. Cut 1+ strips 121 inches long and 'inch
Weave these strips into the construction paper,
Staple the 'four strips together on each end.
make the body curve a little.

cut six
wiA.

This will

Glue two 3"72i" side panels to a 5 "x3 " construction
paper. This forms the cabin of the junk.. .
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PAPLit NA'I'L I.A. TriliN Act
Grade level: Third

82i COPY ttl!!Prir

Nr.

Materials:

4 round paper plates, yarn, stapler, crepe paper, plastic
ecg carton.

Methcd:
R

1. Cut two different-colors of'crepe'paper into atnall
pieces and glue to the top side cf the paper plate.
Cover four _plates in- this manner(or-dec6rate with
crayons or felt pens).

(.

2. Staple the four paper plates together to form a square
shape.

3. On the tcp part:
a) Punch four holes nthe left side of each plate.

b) Insert two long pieces cf yarn diagonally through
the four holes. Tie together in a loop.

let

4* On the lower part:.
a) Punch foue.holes Where\the plates overlap.

1

4.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

b) Cut fcur single s.ectioas from the plastic egg
carton.

c) Tie egg section tc them plate. Repeat this at
all corners.

d) :Make tassel by taking pieces of yarn and tie
at the center. Attach.and let hang.

c..
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PA PER PLATE LANTERN

O
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Grade level: Fifth

Materials:

BEST COPY AVAILMLF

Three quart size milk cartons, scisoors, pipe cleaners,
plastid drinking straws, flat stirrers, glue, round
toothpicks.

Method:

I. Hood:

1. Cut the milk carton. so that it measures 5" from
base to top.

2, Cut out lone side panel.
3. Cut cut a small square for a. window at the back.

Leave the top side uncut.
4. Cut three slots on each side to form open spaced,

1. Cut the second- carton sc that it measures 1 3/4"
from base tc top.

III. Bpse:

1. Cut-the third cart lengthwise sc that it measures
If in height.

2. Cut a "U" shape 3 inches from the open and. ,Glue
the two stirrers on egch side.

3. Punch turd holes V from ends anct put a drinking
straw through the holes.

Oa
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I. Make a circle with the pipe cleaner. CUt -and
glue t-40 straws' la the .circli to form the
spokes of the Make two wheels.

2. Make small holes through the center cf the .itraws.

O

V. Conclusion:

1. .Put parts I, II, III together. hunch holes thliongia
all three parts and ingtert toothpicks thraugh\the
holes tc form the wheel axle. . .

2. Attach wheels.

J SEAT

40,
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1.
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Grade level: ^Zezend aid nird

Aaterials:

1/4 canon ;ize cartra, quart size lilk ca.rton, pipe
cleaners, ccnrtruotion papt,r, Elmeris glue.

Nettled:

ti

1. Cut a'1/4 gallon carton tc neasure 31e with bcth ends
open.

2. Cut an "U"sshape at e.acti end. Do tnis fcr all 4 sides.

3t'
I

3. Cut 4_quart size mill{ carton to measure ve with bcth
ends open. Repeat as. in 2.

Cut%a 11/2"xle pie cf paper. Feld tc get four sec-
tions. Cut "U" snn.pe_as in 2 and 3.

5, Cut a 11/4"x6" paper. Fold late 4 sections.

6. Feld paper late a r,mall pyramid approximately
height.

7. Cut-tne
a) one 8"x12"

one E1 x6
c) oa6"51/2"x5"
d ) one 41/2!".2oe

8. Glue the 1/2 gallon size milk carton on the 81'3012" paper4
This is the base cf tne pagoda. Repeat. Sheet of
paper acts as supperting bas4t

9. Glue a 3" pipe cleaner on all corners. 'Bend ofte
end in a hocked form.
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ART PROJECT: FAN (1)

! means cut. Suggestion: Children can color the picture first
before they cut it or they can draw

their own picture on
the other side

millaNI

SAMPLE

BEST COPY An!um
CHINESE BILINGUAL PROGRAM

E.S.E.A. TITLE VII.

means fold.

-j"



ART PROJECT: FAN (2)

*the handle
of a fan.- .

I.

REST COPY AVAIIIBLE

CHINESE BILINGUAL PROGRAM

F.S.E.A. TITLE VII.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

.CHINESE BILINGUAL PROGRAM

S.F.-,UNIFIED SCHOOL DIST.

1E.S.E.A. TITLE VII

Student Art Project A

.

arm. aro or. amp MOM moo moo aria mop mow ear affrat Am aim iamb 4 yaw ammo mom axis



ot.4.1 CART

CHINE; BILINGUAL PT LOT PROGRAM.
E.S.E.A. TITHE VII.
1973 - I.Kwek
CHINESE NE4 YEAR UNIT- THE RED ENVELOP.

*THIS ENVELOP MUST COLOR IN RED.

a



Chinese Bilingual Pilot Program
Puzzle Game.he

Moon Festival Unit.

O

ft
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BEST COPTAVAILABLE

You can paste the
broken pieces here.



EST COPY AVAILABLE

CHINESE BILINGITAL PILOT PR67tRal :41OGN sTIVAL UNIT
PUZZLE GAME #2A

;

t
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Chinese New Year Unit.
. Make red scroll- (1)

BEST COilY AVAILABLE

Chinese BilingualiPilot Program.
E.S.E.A.Title

6

These two words
mean New Year.
Color the words in

and' the back-
ground in red, then
paste the first sheet
& the second sheet
together.,

r
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Chinese New Year Unit.
Make red scroll-(2)

G
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wit

f \
'r:si COPY AVAILABLE.

Chinese Bilingual Pilot Program.
E.S.E.A.Title VII

t

These two words
meat happiness.

c

d



=Chinese Bilingual Pilot Program.
Title VII

,CHINESE NEW YEAR UNIT
AKE RED =nu al

F

s

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'

These two Chinese
characters mean to wish.
Color the words tin black'
and the background in red.

/

c.

I

p.



Chinese Bilingual Pilot Prograi.
E.S.E.A. Title VII.
Ch ese ew Year Unit.'

Scro

1
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PS[ COPIAVAILIMI

These two words
Assn prosperity.
Color the worjis
in blact and the
background in red,
then paste the. -.,,
first sheet & the
second theet . ,

together.
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